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STATE BOARD OF DIRECTORS. 
The government of the Prairie View State Normal and Industrial 
College is vested in a Board of Directors, consisting of eight members, 
appointed by the Governor of the State. They are "selected from dif­
ferent sections of the State, and hold office for two, four and six 
years, and until their successors arc qualified." 











rT. B. GUSHING, President Houston 
J. ALLEN JCXHE, M. E> Houston 
L. J. HART . .Y;\ San Antonio 
WALTON PETEET Waco 
E. H. ASTIN. / Bryan 
JOHN I. GLTION Ballinger 
R. L. BENNETT Pans 
T. E. BATTLE ". Marlin 
J. S. WILLIAMS. .. A' J. ;«•'/ • • PARIS 
IKE ASHBURN, Secretary ! . . College Station 
COMMITTEE ON PRAIRIE VIEW NORMAL. 
Hon. J. Allen Kyle, Chairman. 
Hon. Walton Peteet. Hon. R. L. Bennett. 
UNIFORMS. 
By action of the Board of Directors, all students must hereafter wear 
school uniform. This applies to both the male and female students. 
Lhe uniform for both boys and girls may be purchased at the school 
the cost of the uniform for the boys, including hat, ™1| 
gills, including hat, $7.50. The money for uniform mm 
on entrance along with the usual entrance fee. No st 
mitted to ^enrollment and class work until the deposit 
been m, de with the Treasurer. 
^ $1 £ . J»-_ 
U/-. q>i £ . i».„ 11 gi £ . JJ 
ui tPiif$ J i£i £::: * 1 £ . 1 £ . I»_„ 1 £ . i»._ 
1 £ . 
-1 £ . i» 
I 
PRAIRIE VIEW NORMAL COLLEGE—LAW ESTABLISHING COURSE 
AND MAKING APPROPRIATIONS THEREFOR. 
S. B. No. 17.]—An Act to establish and maintain a f;oul-year college course of 
classical and scientific studies at the Prairie N„rraal and industrial 
College at Prairie View, Waller county, Texa^ 
Be it enacted by the Legislature of ^ gJJ of Texas: 
That the sum of twenty-five h>andred dollarg for the first year and 
eighteen hundred dollars for the gecond bg get apart and is hereby 
appropriated out of the gonm.^ revenue for the inauguration and mainte­
nance of a four-year »< l(rege COurse of classical and scientific Studies at 
t Mb" W 'state formal and Industrial College, to which gradu-
a s o le r course shall be admitted without examination and to 
which others may be admitted after having passed a satisfactory exam­
ination in the branches comprised in the normal course; provided, that 
no State student shall be admitted to the privileges of the said course: 
and provided further, that the diploma conferred on the completion of 
' the said course shall entitle the holder without other or further exam­
ination to teach in any of the, colored public free schools of the State. 
Approved March 28, 1901. 
PRAIRIE VIEW STATE NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE. 
The Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College was organized 
under "An Act to provide for the organization and support of a Normal 
School at Prairie View in Waller count)7, for the preparation and training 
of colored teachers," which act was approved April 19, 1879. 
The general laws of the State governing the College have been amended 
from time to time, but in brief the statutes now governing the College 
are as follows: 
The Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College (which name 
was declared by the Twenty-sixth Legislature) shall be under the control 
and supervision of the Board of Directors of the Agricultural and 
Mechanical College of Texas. 
The Board of Directors shall appoint a principal teacher and such 
assistant teacher or teachers of .said school, and such other officers of said 
school as may be necessary, and shall make such rules, by-laws and regu­
lations for the government of said school as they may deem necessary 
and proper, and shall regulate the course of study and the manner of 
performing labor to be performed by the students, and said Board of 
Directors shall regulate the course of discipline necessary to enforce the 
faithful discharge of the duties of all officers, teachers, students and 
employes of said school, and shall have the same printed and circulated 
for the benefit of the people of the State, and the officers, teachers, stu­
dents and employes of said school. 
Article 3887. Said board shall appoint a principal teacher and such 
assistant teacher or teachers of said school and such other officers of said 
school as may be necessary, and shall make such rules, by-laws and regu­
lations for the government of said school as they deem necessary anei 
proper, and shall regulate the course of study and the manner of per­
forming labor to be performed by the students, and shall provide for the 
board and lodging and instruction to the students, without pecuniary 
charge to them other than that each student shall be required to pay one-
third of the cost of said board, lodging and instruction, quarterly, in 
advance, and said board of directors shall regulate the course of discipline 
necessary to enforce the faithful discharge of the duties of all officers, 
teachers, students and employes of the school, and shall have the same 
printed and circulated for the benefit of the people of the State and the 
officers, teachers, students and employes of said school. 
SEC. 2 .  The near approach of the end of the session and the crowded 
condition, of the calendar of both houses of the Legislature, and the im­
probability that this bill can be reached in its order on three several days, 
in each house, and the great need and demand for the passage of this act, 
creates an emergency and an imperative public necessity exists for the 
suspension of the constitutional rule requiring bills to be read on three 
several days in each house, and said rule is so suspended. 
Approved .Tune 6, 1899. 
COLLEGE CALENDAR. 
1914. 
Fall Term begins Wednesday, September 9. 
First payment entrance dues, all students, September 9. 
Entrance examinations, September 9-12. 
State holiday, Thanksgiving, November 26. 
Term examination, December 8-11. 
Winter Term begins December 14. 
Christmas holidays, December 2-5 to January 1, 1915. 
1915. 
State Arbor Pay, February 22. 
State holiday, Texas Independence, March 2. 
Term 'examinations, March 3-6. 
Spring tgrm begins March 8. 
State holiday, San Jacinto, April 21. 
Final examinations, May 17-20. 
Final payment of accounts, May 22. 
Commencement Sunday, May 23. 
Commencement Day, May 24. 
Alumni Reunion, May 24. 
Summer Session, June 1 to July 31. 
Farmers' Congress, July 22-25. 
Session 1915-1916 opens September 8. 
DEPARTMENTS OF ADMINISTRATION AND INSTRUCTION. 
E. L. BLACKSHEAR, Principal, 
Economics and History of Industry. 
R. L. ISAACS, Treasurer. 
• CHARLES ATHERTON, 
Dean of Normal Department and Professor of Pedagogy. 
P." E. BLEDSOE, 
Professor of Science. 
J. T. HODGES, librarian, 
Professor of English. 
N. A. BANKS, Chaplain, 
Mathematics. 
History. 
C. H. WAALER, 
Superintendent Farm and vd. N'essor of Agriculture. 
Associate Professor of English, Lean of \'y'omen. 
MRS. ETHEL L. McGEE, 
Department of Cooking and Domestic Economy. 
MISS E. E. HOUSWORTH, 
Sewing and Millinery Department. 
GEORGE J. AUSTIN, 
In Charge of Young Men. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSORS. 
H. J. MASON, 
Registrar. 
A. DAY, JR., 
Science. 
MTSS C. B. DRISDALE, 
History. 
R. F. JOHNSON, 
Shoemaking. 
G. 0. SANDERS, Engineer, 
Plumbing. 
C. H. GRIGGS, 
W. P. TFRReLT 
Mechanical Department. 
MISS A. L. EVANS. 
PRAIRIE VIEW STATE NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE. 
MISS RUTH COX, 
Sewing. 
MISS W. B. PATTERSON, 
Teacher of Music. 




J. R. ADAMS, 
Assistant Superintendent of Construction. 
MISS IRA KILPATRICK, 
English. 
NAPOLEON B. EDAVARDS, 
English. 
W. A. BNACKSHEAR, 
Mechanics. 
MISS C.(G. HOAVARD, 
Conking. 
MISS K VTIE FULTON, 
Sewing. 
MISS MAMIE ATHERTON, 
Cooking. 
J. E. STAMPS, 
Mathematics. 
MISS M. J. SIMMS, 
Assistant in Pedagogy and General Assistant. 
MRS. N. R. CRAWFORD, 
Science. 
E. AV. SCOTT, 
Broom and Mattress Making. 
A. T. WOOD, 
Assistant in Agriculture. 
A. RICHARDSON, 
Tailoring. 
H. S. ESTELLE, 
Assistant in Agriculture. 
J. V. SMITH, 
Assistant in Agriculture. 
G. AA". BUCHANAN, 
Assistant in Science. 
PRAIRIE VIEW STATE NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE. 
OFFICERS. 
MISS A. L. EVANS, 
Dean of Women and Head Preceptress. 
MRS. S. E. HANCOCK, 
Assistant Preceptress. 
MISS OPHELIA ROBINSON, 
Assistant Preceptress. 
MISS E. E. HOUSWORTH, 
Assistant Preceptress. 
MISS C. B. DRISDALE, 
Assistant Preceptress. 
DRS. MAHAN iid SEARCY, 
College Physicians. 
H. J. MASON, 
Secretary to Principal. 
H. C. ALFHDGE, 
SrW .0. " 
A. i)  E.VEi.C, 
Foreman of Laundry and Instructor in Hatmaking. 
MRS. R. L. EWELL, <••• • 
Assistant in Laundry. 
J. T. HODGES, 
Librarian. 
G. 0. SANDERS, 
Power and Light Plant. 
WM. COOK, 
Foreman of Printing Office. 
MRS. SAPHRONIA McCALL, 
Trained Nurse. 
CHARLES ATHERTON, 
Superintendent of Sabbath School. 
J. T. HODGES', 
Director Y. M. C. A. 
MISS C. B. DRISDALE, 
Director W. C. T. U. 
MlISS M. J. SIMS, 
Directress Y. W. C. A. 
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STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY. 
Committee on Discipline—E. L. Blackshear, chairman; W. P. Terrell, 
J. W. Bartlett, George J. Austin, F. A. Banks, C. H. Griggs, Chas. Atli-
erton, C. H. Waller. 
Committee on Discipline of Female Students—Miss A. L. Evans, 
chairman; Miss Ophelia Robinson, Mrs. Ethel L. McGee, Miss E. E. 
Housworth, Miss Ruth E. Cox, Miss Mamie Atherton, Miss C. G. How­
ard, Miss Clara B. Drisdale, Miss M. J. Sims. 
Committee on Classification of Students and Entrance Requirements 
—F. A. Banks, chairman; J. T. Hodges, C. H. Griggs, Miss A. L. Evans, 
P. E. Bledsoe. 
Committee on Schedule—P. E. Bledsoe, chairman; W. P. Terrell, 
E. L. Blackshear. 
Committee on Athletics for Boys—J. E. Stamps, chairman; C. H. 
Waller, W. P. Terrell. 
Committee on Athletics for Girls—Miss C. B. Drisdale, chairman; 
Miss M. J. Sims, Miss A. L. F ans. 
Committee on Religious Ag Hj.es—F. A. Banks, chairman; J. T. 
Hodges, C. B. Drisdale, A. L^- «ans, E. E. Housworth. 
Committee on Affiliated Schools—F. A. Banks, chairman; Chas. 
Atherton, J. T. Hodges. 
Com nittee • % Text-Boohs. Library and School Exchange—J. T. 
Hodges, chairman; C. H. Griggs, W. P. Terrell. 
Committee on Lectures and Students' Entertainments—R. L. Isaacs, 
chairman; Miss A. L. Evans, E. L. Blackshear. 
PRAIRIE VIEW STATE NORMAL AND 
INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE. 
OBJECT OF THE SCHOOL. 
Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College has for its object 
the training of persons desiring to fit themselves for the important 
profession of teaching, by giving them thorough instruction and practi­
cal drill in the best recognized, methods of organizing, disciplining, and 
conducting schools. 
The particular aims are to fit colored youths for responsible positions 
in the colored public schools of Texas, to impart something of the schol­
arly spirit indispensable to excellence in teaching, and to awaken an 
enthusiasm for the education and for the industrial and moral improve­
ment of the colored race in Texas. 
Believing in the value of industrial training in connection with the 
literary and professional studies, as a means to mental, moral and eco­
nomic improvement, the Board of Directors have added Agricultural and 
Mechanical departments and a department of Female Industries to give 
a well-rounded education and to prepare the students for practical life. 
ORGANIZATION AND GOVERNMENT. 
The Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College of Texas is a 
branch of the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas at College 
Station, and is under the control of the Board of Directors and President 
of that College. The Board of Directors elect a Principal and Faculty, 
to whom are entrusted the affairs of the institution. 
It is the duty of the Principal to exercise immediate supervision and 
direction, subject to the regulations and restrictions imposed by the 
Board of Directors. 
The instruction of the institution is committed to departments. These 
departments are, at present, as follows: Science, Mathematics, English, 
Pedagogy and History, Mechanical, Agricultural, Sewing and Millinery 
and Cooking. 
Such assistant teachers are employed as are needed to carry out the 
work of the departments. 
The discipline, as well as instruction of all the students of the institu­
tion, is committed to the Faculty, the Principal being held responsible 
for the enforcement of regulations and the maintenance of discipline, 
with the privilege of calling in, at any time, the assistance of any or all 
of the Faculty. 
The immediate supervision of the voung ladies of the institution is 
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intrusted to a Preceptress, whose duty it is to see that the conduct of the 
young women, their personal habits, maimers, carriage, modes of dress, 
and habits of study conform to correct standards. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION. 
1. AGE.—Students shall not be less than sixteen years of age at the 
time of their admission. (Article 3886. Revised Statutes, Chapter 5, 
Title 86', as amended by S. H. B. No. 379.) 
2. How TO APPLY FOR ADMISSION.—Write to the Principal for an 
application blank, which will be forwarded, giving full instructions. 
Ho appointee or other applicant should come to the College without 
having made application for admission and accommodations, subject to 
the Entrance Examination. For requirements see Ho. 4 below; also see 
application blank in the back of this catalogue. 
3. PLEDGE TO TEACH ABOLISHED.—The pledge to teach as many 
sessions in the public free schools of Texas as the applicant may have 
attended sessions of the College is no longer required. 
4. ENTRANCE EXAMINATION.—Candidates for admission into First 
Year must sustain a satisfactory examination on arrival at the College in 
the following subjects: 
. Arithmetic.—Through Percentage. 
English Grammar, embracing a knowledge of the parts of Speech, their 
Uses and Relations; the Sentence, its Kinds, Uses, Analysis and Con­
struction. 
English Composition. -Fach applicant must submit an original com-
poshiori on some everv-day topic assigned by the Professor of English, 
of not less than 200 words, as a test of the applicant's hand-writing, 
spelling and thought expression. 
Geography, Texas History, U. S. History. 
Advance Standing.—Applicants fpr higher classes than First Year are 
referred to course of study. A thorough preparation in all English 
branches and in the subjects of the year previous to the desired year is 
especially urged. 
6. MORAL CHARACTER.—All candidates for admission must furnish 
testimonials of good character and if coming from other schools or re­
cently in attendance thereon must bring honorable dismissal from such 
schools. 
6. HEALTH.—Ho sickly, diseased or infirm person should apply for 
admission, and any applicant for admission may be subject to a physi­
cal examination by the medical officer of the school, if occasion de­
mands it. 
7. PAYMENTS ON ENTRANCE.—All other students must pay the 
entrance fees and one month's board money in advance. 
8. WHAT THE STATE DOES NOT FURNISH.-—Each candidate for 
admission must furnish his own clothing and bed clothing, including at 
least three sheets, six towels, and one pillow, three pillow cases, two 
I 
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quilts and one blanket, one good comb, hair brush, tooth brush, shoe 
brush and clothes brush, a pair of rubber overshoes. All articles of cloth­
ing should have the owner's name carefully written on them with indel­
ible ink. Young men must be careful to bring along a suit of overalls 
for wear on duty in the shop or on the farm. 
9. PROMOTION AND GRADUATION.—Every student is required to make 
a general average of '75 per cent and not less than 65 per cent in every 
branch of study. 
EXPENSES FOR SESSION. 
Payable on entrance, female students, including entrance fee, 
medical fee, lecture fee, uniform and first month's board.. . .$ 25 50 
Payable on entrance, male students, including entrance fee, 
medical fee, lecture fee, uniform and first month's board.... 33 00 
Board per month for all students 10 00 
Total amount to pay for male students for session of nine 
months 113 00 
Total amount to pay for female students for session of nine 
months 105 50 
The first payment of $25.50 for female students includes -the following 
items: entrance fee, $5.00; medical fee, $2.00; lecture fee, $1.00; girl's 
uniform, $7.50; and first month's board, $10.00, making a total of 
$25.50, which must be paid on entrance. 
The first payment of $33.00 for male students includes the following 
items: entrance fee, $5.00; medical fee, $2.00; lecture fee, $1.00; boy\ 
uniform, $15.00 including uniform .hat ; and first month's board, $10.00 
making a total or $33.00, which must be paid on entrance. 
The system of renting books which has been the custom here for sev-
eial years has been abolished and the book fee of $5.00 is no longer 
charged the students; but instead, students will be required hereafter 
to purchase their own books. This plan has been adopted for several 
reasons, chief among which is, that every student ought to own his own 
Sihtf.. keep them as a nucleus of his educational library. The 
ttikiSllsj tors have arranged for the establishment of a book store 
ittm*;«v«vvwrir where all students can purchase their text-books; hence 
TtfflBplffllBBing their children to school must furnish them with money 
•;-iS>.w>s>ms?2ixt-bdoks and also stationery used for school purposes, such 
1 !loose leaf notebooks and examination papers. 
'.c'cueeee payable in advance and in case of failure to meet dues, 
be suspended. 
m ; ; m u m u m u u u l d  s e n d  m o n e y  f o r  c h i l d r e n ' s  a c c o u n t  a s  d u e  d i r e c t l y  t o  
R. L. Isaacs, Prairie View, Waller county, Texas. Don't 
RI)N'II,RI'IV,RIRRIVRNJYJ or<3iuUTV letter nor is registered letter the best means 
iiiiiiiiuiimiuimMMOTiiiiney. Send your money by postoffice money order, express 
nTOTTOTOTOTOTOiir by bank money order or draft. If you send money by 
remember such checks have to pay discount for collection. y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y  
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NORMAL— INDUSTRIAL COURSES 
FIRST YEAR. 
OF STUDY. 

































































The following Alternative Course is offered for those only who are graduates of first-clas^ 
High Schools, and are prepared to do this advanced work. 
THIRD YEAR. 






























Original work in Sddddoooo* 
and MeasuremeEEEEEEEEEEi ; ; 
Latin—Plautus's IHIHIIIIIl 11 
Comedy. 
History of Educatttttttttttttttt 
Industrial Practiceeeeeeeeccceccci 
THE DAILY ROUTINE. 
Students rise at 5:40 a. m. From 6 to 6:45 a. m., stttttttttttttttt 
Breakfast, 6:45 to 7:15. From 7:15 to 7:45 student! sweepMiiiiDiiiiDiDD 
arrange their rooms. Chapel devotions, 7:45 to 8:00 a. 
devotions students march to their recitation rooms. TherararamramM 
periods of recitation, averaging forty-five minutes, and a perioooooooooooooooo 
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, I III. Latin.—Third year, Pall and One-half Winter Terms. GSg lli 
ates from high schools and those who have had adequate trainii;§ III 
Latin will read Vergil and Horace. Special attention will be given to 
the reading of the Aeneid and it will be studied from the point of pure 
Roman literature and a metrical masterpiece from the greatest Roman 
poet. In Horace the student will be led to appreciate the Latin humor 
and wit. Careful attention will also be given to the satires and odes 
of Horace. 
IV. Latin.—Fourth year, Fall and One-half Winter Terms. This 
course will require literal translations from Caesar's Gallic War. These 
translations will be rendered so as to preserve idiomatic English. Fre­
quent sight translations required. 
V. Latin.—Fourth year, One-half Winter and all of Spring Terms. 
This course will study Cicero's Orations, careful attention being given 
to style, elegance and power of expression. 
VI. Latin.—Fourth year, Fall and One-half Winter Terms. High 
school graduates who have already had the third year course in Latin 
or its equivalent will read: Germania. and Agrieola (Tacitus); He 
Senectute (Cicero). 
Spring Term.—Roman comedy to be selected. (Plautus.) This 
course will be given a study of historical sketches of ancient Germans 
rather than a study in philology. 
De Senectude will be read to show the Roman's power of elaborate 
thought and ornate expression. The selections from Plautus to give 
an insight into the Roman's lighter veins of thought. 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 
C. II. WALLER, Superintendent, Professor of Agriculture. 
E. W. SCOTT, Instructor in Broom and Mattress Making. 
II. S. ESTELLE, Instructor in Truck Farming. 
J. V. SMITH, Foreman, Farm and Barns. 
A. T. WOOD, Instructor in Landscaping. 
The aim of this course, which is three years, is to prepare better 
farmers, farm managers, demonstrators and .teachers. Special attention 
is given to the close relationship between animal and man. The selec­
tion of farm lands as to crops to be grown, water supply and distance 
to market. The college has 1700 acres and all of it is at the disposal 
of the farm department to show to the student every phase of farm life— 
hay making, syrup making, watermelon growing ; in fact, one of the chief 
aims of the department is to grow every kind of plant possible so as to 
acquaint the student with the best methods of culture. The peculiarity 
of our soil will permit this, as we have every class of soil in this 1700 
found in Texas. The common diseases of animals and the care of the 
same is given strict attention. The department owns a pure-blooded 
Percherqn stallion and also a pure-blood Spanish jack for breeding pur­
poses so as to acquaint the student with animal breeding. This depart-
A f. 
AA OA 
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offers the following courses: a two-year course m trucking; 
months course in dairying; three-months course in canning; one-
year course in landscape gardening; two-year course in broom and mat­
tress making. 
REGULAR THREE YEARS' COURSE IN AGRICULTURE. 
Second Tear. 
Fall Term— Agronomy 5, Practicum 15. 
Winter Term.—Seed Testing, Hot Bed Culture, Practicum 15. 
Spring Term.—Agronomy 5, Practicum 15. 
Third Year. 
Fall Term.—Veterinary Science 5, Practicum 15. 
Winter Term.—Veterinary Science 5, Practicum 15. 
Spring Term.—Veterinary Science 5, Animal Breeding, Practicum 15. 
Fourth Year. 
Fall Term.—Animal Feeding 5, Practicum 15. 
Winter Term.—Animal Feeding 5, Practicum 15. 
Spring Term.—Farm Arithmetic 5, Dairying 5, Canning 5. 
COURSE I. 
School Agriculture.—Milo F. Wood. Fall and Spring Term 5 each. 




Agronomy.—Clute. Fall and Winter Term 5 each. Practicum 15. 
COURSE III-
Tliird Year. 
Veterinary Science.—^Reynolds. Fall, Winter and Spring Term 5 
each. Practicum 15 each. 
Fourth Year. 
Fall and Winter Term, 5 each. 
Farm Arithmetic.—Burkett and Swartzell. Spring Term 5. 
COURSE v. 
Fourth. Year. 
Dairying.—Van Form an. Practicum 15. 
COURSE VT. 
Animal Breeding.—Shaw.x Practicum 15. \ 
4 
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REGULAR TWO-YEAR COURSE. 
First Year. 
Fall Term.—Assorting, putting on handles, shoulder and hurl corn, 
coverings, broom locks, cutting heads and shoulders. 
Winter Term.—Continuing first term work with reviews sewing, 
scraping, clipping and bunching. 
Spring Term.—Bleaching, staining a.nd manipulating the fiber. Lec­
tures on first, second and third term work. 
Second Year. 
Fall Term.—Classifying corn, estimates of loss in material utilized, 
lectures on care of tools and machinery. 
Winter Term.—Continuation of first term's work, labeling and assort­
ing twines, wire and locks, supplemented with lectures. 
Spring Term.—Instruction in art of making mattresses and pillows; 
mats, collars ; selection of material as to sanitation and durability. 
MATTRESS MAKING. 
One-Year Course—Three Hours per Day. 
Fall Term.—Selecting of ticking, measuring and cutting, boxing and 
filling mattresses. Talks on height, width and length of table. 
Winter Term.—Review of first term's work, with beginning of rim­
ming and tufting, measurements and cutting. 
Spring Term.—Review of first and second terms, selection of material 
for mattress making, practical lessons on factory management, talks 
on machinery and material. 
DIVISION OP BROOM AND MATTRESS MAKING. 
E. W. SCOTT. INSTRUCTOR. 
One-Year Course—Eight Hours per Day. 
Fall Term.—Assorting corn, making broom, scraping, sewing, clipping, 
labeling, bunching, followed by lectures on care of tools and machinery 
and economy in use of materials. 
Winter Term.—A continuation of all studies of first term; making 
estimates on finished products. 
Spring Term.—Study of different grades of corn, cost of production 
of the finished product. Study of art with view to rapidity and effi­
ciency. 
SHORT COURSES IN AGRICULTURE. 
These courses are outlined not for teachers of the subjects but to 
prepare better journeymen so as to make them of more service to 
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themselves and to their employes; in other words to make practical agri­
culturists of them. 
TRUCKING. 
One-Year—Eight Hours per Day. 
Fall Term.—Fall gardening, seed selection, preparation of seed bed. 
study of implements and use. 
Winter Term.—Germination tests, preservatives for seed, study of in­
secticide and fungicide, spraying machinery and care of harness and 
tools. 
Spring Term.—Hot-bed culture, cold frame planting, harvesting and 
canning. 
Summer Term.—Saving of seed, irrigation, mulching. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY AND FARM DEPARTMENT. 
C. H. WALI,ER, Superintendent. 
J. V. SMITH, Foreman. 
The Agricultural Department has been separated into two divisions: 
Science and Demonstration and General Farm or Subsistence Depart­
ment. The General Farm Department deals chiefly with the practical 
work of agriculture, furnishing the greater part ot' school necessities, 
such as vegetables, farm crops, syrup, meal, pork and beef. The needy 
student can find work on the farm to pay his board and at the same time 
learn to do things in a systematic way. This department embraces 
the following crops: corn, 200 acres; sweet potatoes, 20 acres; irish pota­
toes, 2; ribbon cane, 10 acres; sorghum, 10 acres; prairie hay, 65 acres; 
garden and truck, 14 acres; cotton, 10 acres; melons, 5 acres; black-eyed 
peas, 10 acres; broom corn, 10 acres; oats, 65 acres. We have in this 
department 22 mules, 5 horses, 40 poland china brood sows, a herd of 60 
high-grade Jerseys. This department also has a registered Pcrcheron 
stallion and a registered Spanish jack. The farm department serves 
as a great aid to the agricultural department in that it gives the student 
a working knowledge of farm crops and farm animals from a business 
standpoint, 
COURSE IN LANDSCAPE GARDENING. 
A. T. WOOD, INSTRUCTOR. 
This course is a new one in the department and the aim is to give 
the student some idea of the weight and different classes of soil; the 
cost of filling and terracing, classes of flower plants, outline of plots, 
tree planting, care of the lawn, plot irrigation, road and walk building. 
One year. 
Fall Term.—Study of mowers, blades, landscape tools, winter flowers, 
bulbs, corms, tubers. 
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Winter Term.-—Pruning, tree-planting, fertilizers, liot-house and hot­
bed studies, common diseases and remedies of plants. 
Spring Term.—Plotting of beds, planting of annuals, bed-irrigation, 
care of lawn, hedge pruning, spraying for insects and fungi. 
DAIRYING. 
Three Months—Eight Hours per Day. 
This course covers one term and is designed to give a good working 
knowledge of dairy breeds, care, selection and feeds. The making of 
butter and handling of milk to enable the farmer to place upon the 
market a better product. 
Spring Term.—Study of dairy breeds, pedigree tracing, study of 
common diseases of cow, rations, care of milk, testing, preparing starters, 
care of separator and utensils. 
CANNING. 
Three Months—Eight Hours per day. 
This course is designed to enable the farmer to save his surplus stock 
and to put up a marketable product when the market is glutted, to 
give him an insight on buying of cans, labels and equipment. 
Harvesting of crops and preparation for canning, study of flux, brines, 
syrups, lacquers, and vegetables, care of tools such as tinning and 
cleaning, exhausting, sealing, tipping, processing and capping. 
MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT. 
IV. P. TERRELL, Superintendent and Professor of Mechanics. 
W. A. BLACKSHEAR, General Assistant. 
T. H. BEITTAIN, Instructor in Carpentry. 
WM. COOK, Instructor in Printing. 
A. D. EWELL, Instructor in Laundering and Hat Making. 
'MRS. A. D. EWELL, Assistant in Laundering and Hat Making. 
R. F. JOHNSON, Instructor in Shoemaking and Harness Making. 
A. LEWIS, Instructor in Wheel-wrighting and Blacksmith ing. 
A. RICHARDSON, Instructor in Tailoring. 
G. 0. SANDERS, Engineer and Electrician. 
J. R. ADAMS, Assistant Superintendent of Construction. 
The great object of the department is to foster a high appreciation 
of the value and the dignity of intelligent labor. The boy who sees 
nothing in manual labor but dull, brute force, looks with contempt 
upon the labor and the laborer; but as soon as he acquires skill himself, 
the conditions are reversed, and henceforth he appreciates the work 
and honors the workman. The students are trained in the use of the 
various tools employed in the mechanic arts, and are thus given a good 
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foundation in manual training, which will enable them to teach the arts 
in the schools in which they may be employed. 
AVith this end in view, the course has been revised and rearranged. 
Instruction is given by means of practice in the shops, by lectures and 
b"v text-books. 
COURSE OF STUDY. 
NORMAL—MECHANICAL ARTS. 
Fall Term. 
English Composition 5 
Arithmetic 5 
Physical Geography^ 5 
Grecian History 5 
Carpentry, 1 10 
30 
American Literature . 
Algebra. 
Biology . 





Composition, 1-2 term \ .... 5 
Rhetoric, 1-2 term / 
Arithmetic, 1-2 term 1 5 
Algebra, 1-2 term J 
Phys. Geog., 1-2 term 1 . . . . 5 
Agriculture, 1-2 term J 
Roman History 5 




American Lit., 1-2 term \ . 5 
English Lit., 1-2 term J 
Algebra 5 
Biology, 1-2 term 1 5 
Physics, 1-2 term j 
Med., Mod., History 5 
Mechanical Drawing.. 5 
Carpentry, 5 10 
35 
THIRD YEAR. 
Plane Geometry 5 
Latin—First Year 5 
Inorganic Chemistry 5 
Economics 5 
Descriptive Geometry 5 





Solid Geometry 5 
Applied Elect., 1-2 term 1 . . 3 
Pract. Mech., 1-2 term / 
Arch. Drawing 2 
Carpentry, 7. 10 
35 
Plane Geometry.'. 5 
Latin—First Year 5 
Inorganic Chemistry 5 
History of Industry. 5 
Steam Engineering 3 
Mechanical Drawing 2 







Carpentry, 3 10 
30 
English Literature 5 
Bookkeeping 5 
Physics 5 
School Managment 5 
Mechanical Drawing 5 
Carpentry, 6 10 
FOURTH YEAR. 
Ethics 5 
Advanced Physics 5 
Latin—Caesar 5 
College Algebra 5 
Practical Mechanics 3 
Arch. Drawing 2 
Carpentry, 8 10 
35 
35 
Plane Geometry 5 
Latin—First Year 5 
Bacteriology 5 
Pedagogy 5 
Elect, and Magnetism 3 
Machine Drawing 2 
Forging, 2 10 
35 
History of Education 5 
Advanced Physics 5 
Latin—Cicero 5 
Plane Trigonometry 5 
Organization 5 
Carpentry, 9 10 
35 
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Winter Term. Spring Term. 
Chemistry—Q ual itative 
Analysis 5 
College Algebra 5 
Latin—Virgil's Aenid 5 
Economics 5 
Descriptive Geometry 3 
Woodturning, 1 10 
35 
Geology 5 
Elem. Calculus 5 
Latin—Tactitus, Germania . . 5 
Psychology 5 
Applied Elect., 1-2 term 1 .. 3 
Pract. Mech., 1-2 term / 
Arch. Drawing 2 
Carpentry, 7 10 
35 
Organic Chemistry 5 
Plane Trigonometry 5 
Latin—Livy 5 
History of Industry 5 
Steam Engineering 3 
Mechanical Drawing 2 
Forging, 1 10 
35 
FOURTH YEAR. 
El. Bacteriology 5 
Analytic Geometry 5 
Latin—Horace's Odes 5 
Pedagogy 5 
Elect, and Magnetism 3 
Machine Drawing 2 







Practical Mechanics 3 
Arch. Drawing 2 




Original work in Solid Ge­
ometry i d_^ Measure-
Latin—Plautus' Roman 
Comedy 5-
History of Education 5 
Organization 5 
Carpentry, 9 10 
35 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSE OF STUDY IN MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT. 
Freehand Drawing 1. Study of the position and proportion of 
figures. Study of simple geometrical forms. Freehand perspective. 
Object drawing. Five hours. 
Mechanical Drawing 1.—Winter Term, second year. Five hours. 
Drawing instruments, and their use; geometrical construction; mechan­
ical drawing from objects. 
Mechanical Drawing 2.—Spring Term, second year. Five hours. 
Continuation of course 1, and applied sketching, lettering and dimension­
ing, working methods. 
Mechanical Drawing 3.—Winter Term, third year. Two hours. 
Isometric and cabinet projection. Mechanical drawings from free­
hand sketches of blocks, pulleys, etc. 
Descriptive Geometry 1.—Fall Term, third year. Five hours.. 
Problems relating to the point, line and plane, the properties of sur­
faces and intersections and developments. Lectures or recitations pre­
cede the work in the drawing room. 
Machine Drawing 1.—Spring Term, third year. Five hours-
Drawings of the simpler machines; detail and assembly drawings. 
Architectural Drawing.—Fall Term, fourth year. Five hours. Plans, 
elevations and details. 
Architectural Drawing 2.—Winter Term, fourth year. Two hours.. 
Continuation of Course 1 and drawing (complete) of a small cottage. 
Various material of modern construction. 
Steam Engineering 1.—Winter Term, third year. Three hours. 
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Study of boilers, engines, air compressors, pumps and gas engines, and 
refrigeration. \ 
Electricity and Magnetism 1.—Spring Term, third yqAr. Three 
hours. A study of the underlying principles of electricity, and mag­
netism, and of the relation between the two. 
Applied Electricity.—Fall Term, fourth year. Three hours. Half 
term. Study of direct and alternating current machinery, and their 
uses. Study of some of the generator and motor troubles. Simple 
tests. 
Practical Mechanics 1.—Fall Term, fourth year. Three hours. 
Half term. Study of forces, velocities and the graphical representation 
of the same, and the study of forces in commercial structures. 
Practical Mechanics. 2.—Winter Term, fourth year. Three hours. 
Study of work, power, energy, friction, the general law of machines, 
elasticity, mechanics of fluids. 
Organization 1.—Spring Term, fourth year. Five hours. Study 
of the method of organizing, and maintaining manual training drawing, 
and vocational work in different schools. Equipment, estimate of cost 
and arrangement of same. 
Carpentry 1.—Fall Term, first year. Ten hours. Squaring up mill 
plane stock to no definite dimension and to definite dimensions. Making 
chisel boards, coat and hat racks and key rack. 
Carpentry 2.—Winter Term, first year. Ten hours. Squaring rough 
stock and working curves. Making spoon holders, ring toss, bread board, 
meat board and coat hangers. 
Carpentry 3.—Spring Term, first year. Ten hours. Fastening with 
nails and screws, duplicate parts, broom holders, bench hook, bench stop, 
card holder, handkerchief box, glove box. 
Carpentry J/..—Fall Term, second year. Ten hours. Groove joints, 
book racks, magazine racks, foot stools. 
Carpentry 5.—Winter Term. Second year. Ten hours. Cross lap 
joints, book trough, tabouret, hall rack. 
Carpentry 6.—Spring Term, second- year. Ten hours. Housed 
joints, leg rest, table and desk shelves, etc. 
Woodturning 1.—Fall Term, third year. Ten hours. Spindle work, 
porch spindle, table legs, chair rounds, balusters, etc. 
Forging 1, 2.—Winter and Spring Terms, third year. Ten hours. 
Systematic instruction in the use of each tool used; of each material and 
the methods of the treatment of each. The course includes instruction 
in the building and the care of fires, heating, drawing, forming, bending, 
twisting, upsetting, punching, bolt making, welding, chain making, and 
tool making. Such articles as gate hooks, lap rings, chisels, hammers 
and andirons are made. 
Carpentry 7.—Fall term, fourth year. Ten hours. Joinery, keyed 
tenon, blind and mortise tenon, dovetail, mitre points, glue joints, e'ts., 
leg rests, small tables, umbrella stands. 
Carpentry 8.—Winter Term, fourth year. Ten hours. Cabinet mak­
ing. Roman seats, piano bench, writing desk. 
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iiununniiiitry 9.—-Spring Term, fourth year. Ten hours. Cabinet mak-
bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbrary tables, linen closets, Morris chairs, 
ttttttttttttttttudents are expected to furnish their drawing instruments, 
mm<<<<<<(d triangles. These can be purchased at the College Bookstore 
cost. 
SHORT COURSES. 
iSi! Per to afford an opportunity for the young people to prepare 
temselves for usefulness in the industrial development of the State, 
several short courses in the trades have been introduced. These courses 
have been introduced more for those of mature age and for those 
whose responsibilities will not allow them to spend a greater length of 
time in the institution. Most of the courses are of one year's duration. 
Upon the satisfactory completion of a course a certificate showing that 
the holder is proficient in his work, will be issued. Students of mature 
mind will be admitted to these short courses in order to perfect them­
selves in certain phases of the work, for example, a practical carpenter 
might wish to become thoroughly familiar with the use of the steel 
square, or a farmer may wish to be able to make ordinary repairs on 
farm implements. However, no certificate will be granted for such 
work. Applicant who has had some experience in a trade may be 
admitted to advanced standing in that trade, provided that satisfactory 
evidence is shown of his ability. The courses offered by this depart­
ment are as follows: 
Two year's course in blacksmithing; nine months' course in cabin'et 
making; twelve months' course in ca,rpefi£ry; twelve months' course in 
hat making, including blocking, cleaning and trimming; twelve months' 
course in laundering; three year's course in printing: including type 
and press-work; eleven months' course in shoemaking; one-year course 
in stationary engineering ; two-year course in tailoring. 
Students taking the above trade courses will be required to devote 
practically eight hours a day to practice work, and will receive instruc­
tion in academic work at night under special instructors. An opportu­
nity is offered for the student to earn the greater part, if not all, of his 
expenses. 
There is a great deal of work carried on by the College that will 
afford opportunities for practice that is difficult to obtain elsewhere. 
This is especially advantageous since the system of apprenticeship is 
fast disappearing. The instruction in each course is conducted so 
that the various processes and methods are discussed and given in a log­
ical and systematic way. 
The special students must pay the regular fntrance fees, including the 
cost of the uniforms. They will also be under the same regulations 
as the students taking the regular courses. AvR students are expected 
to do willingly, at all times, what appears to be to the best interest 
of all concerned. 
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SHORT COURSE IN BLACKSMITHING. 
The aim of this course is to familiarize with the principles cccccccccccccccc 
smithing and wheelwrighting and to give him a thorough trammmmm 
the practice of the same. All of the farm wagons are builtttttttttttttttt 
shop, and the repair of all wagons and farm implements is al 111111111111111 
in this shop. This shop is furnished with twelve stationaryyyyyyyyyyv\\\\\ 
two blowers, driven by electric power, and one portage forge, <<<(<<<<<<<<<<<( 
press, one grindstone and two power emery wheels. In additiccccccccccccccc 
are work benches and hammers, and other tools. The lengtbbbbhhhhh! 
course is two years, of twelve months each. 
In order to enter this course the applicant must be at least seventeen 
years of age and should be able to pass an examination in all of the work 
in the first four years of the common school. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSE. 
First Year.—Care of shop; making fires; names, uses, care and se­
lection of tools and machines; proper arrangement of tools; forging; 
heating; drawing out; forming; bending; twisting; upsetting; punch­
ing; welding; chain making. Steel: drawing, forming, welding, re­
fining and tempering; spring and tool making; taking down and assem­
bling wagons and buggies; making axle sets; setting axles; ironing 
wagons and buggies; welding axles and tires; practice work with saws, 
planes, chisels and spoke shaves, repairing. 
Second Year.—Wheelwrighting; building buggies and wagons; horse­
shoeing; study of the anatomy of the horse's foot; making shoes to cor­
rect knee knocking, interfering, cross-firing, stifle trouble; repairing all 
kinds of wagons, buggies and farm implements; estimates and bills 
of material; shop management. 
Requirement for Entrance. 
In order to enter this course the applicant must be at least seventeen 
years of age and should be able to pass an examination in all of the work 
in the first four, years of the common school. 
&•' li 
SHORT COURSE IN CABINET MAKING AND CARPENTRY. 
The object of this course is to fit young men to go out as practical 
housebuilders. The instruction is given so that a young man will be 
able to work from blueprints, and also, that he will be able to draw 
the plans of a plain cottage, and be able to make repairs intelligently 
and economically. 
The repair work is carried on by the students in carpentry. Cottages 
for teachers are built by students in this division. This offers an oppor­
tunity for considerable practice. 
The work in this course is designed to fit the student for the making 
of ordinary furniture and to enable him to make ordinary repairs. 
Besides the ordinary hand tools, work benches, etc., the shop is equipped 
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iimiiiie following machines: five iron frame turning lathes, one pattern 
11laaa'sV's lathe, one power band saw, one 20-inch power edge planer, one 
Iff mi power surface planer, one 12-inch power circular saw, one double 
spindle power shaper, one power scroll saw. The length of the course 
in cabinet making is nine months, in carpentry one year of twelve 
months. 
SHORT COURSE IN CARPENTRY. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSE. 
Names, uses, care and selection of tools; tool exercises; joinery; mak­
ing simple productive articles, such as door and window screens, lawn 
benches; house repairing; advanced productive work; building; con­
struction; foundations, building sites, soil, excavations, footings, damp 
proofing and brick work; forms of construction; the full-frame, half-
frame, balloon-frame, sills, joists, studdings, porch; selection of timbers; 
the carpenter's steel square; carpenter's geometry; roof construction; 
boarding in; step construction; cornice construction; roof coverings; 
inside finish; estimating. 
SHORT COURSE IN CABINET MAKING. 
Shop equipment; names, uses, care and selection of tools; making 
simple productive articles, such as tables, book desks, screens, wash-
stands; advanced work making book cases, music cabinets, arm chairs; 
names and uses of wood working machines; furniture repairing; furni­
ture designing; sandpapering; finishing furniture; staining; filling; wax­
ing; estimating material and labor. 
SHORT COURSE IN STEAM LAUNDERING. 
The object of the work in this division is to fit the student for work 
in a steam laundry so that he can do more than the ordinary work. 
On the completion of this course he should be able to take charge 
of any branch of the work. The laundry is fitted up for both hand and 
steam laundering. The laundry has the following equipment; three 
cylinder washers, one dip-wheel, one 24-inch extractor, one 26-inch ex­
tractor, one shirt starcher, one open kettle starch cooker, one 100-inch 
mangle, one shirt and collar ironer, one collar shaper, and five gas ma­
chines for furnishing gas for irons and dry rooms. 
Requirements for Entrance. 
In oycler to enter this course the applicant must be at least seventeen 
years of age, and should be able to pass an examination covering the 
work of the first four years of the common schools. Length of course, 
one year. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSE. 
Machinery and use; assorting of various kind of material, counttttpj))) 
and marking; washing, bleaching, starching, drying, making of lAllhVg, 
soap; preparation of shirts, collars, etc., for ironing; practice in machine 
operation; collar shaping; wrapping of bundles; ordinary repairs of ma­
chinery; office records, etc. 
SHORT COURSE IN HAT MAKING. 
The object of this course is to fit the student to become a practical 
hatter. A full line of tools for hand work forms the equipment. 
Requirement for Entrance. 
In order to enter this course the applicant must be at least seventeen 
years of age, and should be able to pass an examination covering the 
work of the first four years of the common schools. Length of course' 
one year. 
DESCRIPTION OE THE COURSE. 
Study of tools and their uses; dyeing; pressing; sizing; pouncingt 
blocking; finishing; rebuilding; rounding; finishing for stores. 
SHORT COURSE IN SIIOEMAKING. 
All of the repairing of shoes on the place is done in division. In 
addition, some new work (boots and shoes) are made. This work gives 
the student a considerable amount of practice. In addition to benches; 
stands, lasts, etc., the following machines form the equipment: One 
channeling machine, one Puritan harness stitcher, one hard wax power-
sole stitching machine, one Chase leather splitting machine, one Pro­
gressive power finishing machine, one riveting machine, one hook and 
eyeleting machine, one vamping machine, one Lufkin folding machine, 
two universal feed machines and one crimping machine. 
Requirement for Entrance. 
In order to enter this course the applicant must be able to pass a satis­
factory examination in the work of the first four years of the common 
school. He should also be at least seventeen years of age. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSE. 
Names of tools and uses; making thread and bristling ends; leveling 
heels of old shoes; fitting half soles for nail work; fitting soles for sewed 
work; the best way to apply a nail sole to a welt bottom; applying a 
nail sole to a McKay bottom; stitching on half soles on welt and turn 
bottoms; finishing bottom and edges by hand and by machine; kind of 
ink used; putting patches on by hand stitch and machine stitch; cement­
ing; revamping old shoes; measurements for new shoes; building up 
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last when not large enough for measurement; cutting insoles and chan­
nels by hand method and by machine method; lasting the uppers over 
a wood after the counter and toe have been fitted and pasted in; sewing 
welts on welt bottom shoes; putting on shanks and bottom filler; putting 
on bottom soles; putting on heels. 
SHORT COURSE IN PRINTING. 
The Division of Printing is the latest addition to the mechanical 
department. It is in charge of a. practical printer of twenty years' ex­
perience. In this division, classes are offered excellent opportunity ^o 
acquire a practical knowledge of the art of printing in all of its phases. 
At present all grades of printing (except book-binding) are taught daily, 
with practice work and lectures. This practice work and theory em\ 
braces all forms of job work and the publication of the Standard, the. 
weekly newspaper issued from the institution. The course in printing! 
offers an opportunity to learn a useful art, and at the same time it 
affords, incidentally, a most useful practice in spelling, grammar, punc­
tuation, and rhetorical composition. 
The equipment consists of numerous fonts of new and up-to-date 
job and display type, latest improved newspaper and job chases, wood 
and metal furniture, new 10x15 Chandler and Price job press, one 
large newspaper power press, one 23-inch Chandler and Price paper 
cutter, wire stitcher, 20-inch Rossback perforator, Price paper cutter, 
type cases, stands, etc. 
Requirements for Entrance. 
In order to enter this course the applicant must be at least sixteen 
years of age and should have completed the fourth grade in the common 
schools, or should be able to pass an examination covering the work 
of the first four grades. 
DESCRIPTION OE COURSE. 
First Year.—Punctuation and spelling, technical terms. How to 
read bad manuscript. Learning the boxes and correct spacing. Names 
and uses of material, the care of machinery, rollers, etc., and the meth­
ods of operating the presses and other machinery. The imposition of 
newspaper forms. How to make ready on the cylinder press. General 
practice work. 
Second Year.—The point system. Job advertising and poster types 
in series. Practice in ad setting and job composition. Make-ready on 
job press. The imposition of book forms, folders, etc. Pamphlet bind­
ing, table composition, etc. Practice. 
Third Year.—Review work of the second year. Scheme for laying 
down the pages for book and pamphlet work. S/udy and practice of 
the prevailing styles of composition for bill heads, title and cover pages, 
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envelope corner, cards and tickets, programs and menus, estimating on 
printing, cost system, newspaper management, etc. 
SHORT COURSE IN SANITARY ENGINEERING. 
The steam power plant consists of two 60 h. p. return tubular boilers; 
one 75 h. p. Corliss, one 40 h. p. slide valve engine; two deep well 
pumps, electrical generators, and one four-ton ice machine with neces­
sary piping, etc. Power is furnished for lights in all of the buildings 
apd campus, for operating the ice plant, shoe shop, printing office, black­
smith shop, carpenter shops, grist and cane mill, and two gas engines 
of 4 and 6 h. p. 
Requirements for Entrance. 
In order to enter this course the applicant must be at least eighteen 
" years of age, and should be able to pass an examination covering work 
of the first four grades of the common schools. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSE. 
Care and management of boiler plant; different types of boilers; feed 
pumps and all accessories around the boiler room. Bepairs and upkeep 
of the plant. 
Care and management of steam power plant; different type of engines, 
tlieir installation and care; repairs and upkeep. ITse of the steam indi­
cator, and other tools and accessories around the engine room. 
Care and management of dynamos and motors of different types. 
Bepairs, windings. Use of instruments, etc. Practical wiring and gen­
eral upkeep of plant. 
Gas engines. Study and repair of the gas engine. Setting valves 
etc. 
The object of this course is to fit students to become intelligent, prac­
tical stationary engineers. 
SHORT COURSE IN TAILORING. 
In this division, young men are taught to clean, dye, press, repair, cut, 
trim and make garments. The main object is to give the student a thor­
ough practical knowledge of the craft and such training as will equip 
him to enter the trade, and do creditable work. The uniforms of the 
young men are made by students of this division. This work presents 
an opportunity for a great deal of practice that is rarely obtained else­
where. 
Requirements for Entrance. 
In order to enter this course the applicant must be at least seventeen 
years of age, and should be able to pass an examination covering work 
of the first four grades of Hie common schools. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE COURSE. 
First Year.—Care and general use of equipment and of shop; practice 
in hand needle work; basting and making stitches of all kinds; running 
stitch; dyeing; cleaning; pressing; steps in trouser making; button 
hole making; square patch; round patch; measurements; drafting and 
cutting of trousers; making of trousers. 
Second Year.—Making of all kinds of coat pocketing; welt pockets; 
welt seams; steps in vest making; measurement; drafting, cutting and 
making of vests; altering of trousers; altering of vests; texture and 
quality of goods; coat making; sack, frock, Prince Albert, cutaway, 
double-breasted; overcoats; clergical vests and coats; basting for try-
on; lay-outs; fine fancy bindings and braids; ladies' skirt, jacket and 
waist making : drafting and cutting. 
DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE. 
P. E. BLEDSOE. 
AARON DAY. 
MRS. N. R. CRAWFORD. 
G. W. BUCHANAN. 
Physical Geography.—This subject is taught with special reference to 
the climatic influences upon animals and plants. The text is supple­
mented by laboratory experiments and lantern slide lectures. 
Agriculture.—Agriculture, which is a requirement for every teacher's 
certificate and so necessary to the farmer is taught in the science depart­
ment as we do physics and chemistry, from a practical and scientific 
point of view. Practical experiments, as seed testing and soil analysis 
will be a part of the work. 
Biology.—This subject is very essential to the farmer and so closely 
related to agriculture that it is treated with reference to this industry. 
The text-book will be aided by cultures and slides. Some attention will 
be given to its economic v'alue. 
Second Year. 
Physics.—This is Physics 1, which puts stress 011 the simpler physical 
phenomena, as measurements, force and motion of liquids and solids, 
and the mechanics of heat. This subject is carried two terms, using 
five recitations per week ; two of these periods will be laboratory experi­
ments, and three recitation and experiment lectures. Laboratory note 
books are required. 
Third Year. 
Chemistry 1.—This is general chemistry as treated in Brownlee's 
First Principles of Chemistry. It is carried two terms with five rec­
itations per week; two of laboratory work and three recitations. Note 
books are kept on the observations in the laboratory. Much testing 
and blowpipe analysis will be had. 
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For high school graduates and those who have had chemistry, one term 
of qualitative analysis will be given instead of the above. 
Bacteriology.—In this subject, stress will be put on the bacteriology of 
plants, milk, water, and food preservation. It is treated with the aid 
of cultural media and microscopic demonstration. Its relations to dis­
eases and health are also treated. 
Fourth Year. 
Physics 2.—In this course of two terms will be treated the subjects, 
Magnetism and Electricity, Sound, Light and Radiation. Like Physics 
1, this course will be made up of two laboratory periods a week of one and 
half hours, and three recitation lecture periods of forty-five minutes 
each. Individual apparatus will be used in the laboratory, where each 
pupil can work out for himself the necessary results. 
Geology 1.—This course affords a comprehensive study of dynamical, 
structural and historical geology. The text will be supplemented by 
lantern slides; and the principal kinds of rocks and many fossil remains 
will be presented. 
Astronomy 1.—This subject is treated as descriptive astronomy, using 
mathematical calculations necessary for a clear understanding of the 
solar system. The telescope is used in pointing out the principal groups 
of the siderial system. 
In all courses the completion of the preceding course or its equivalent, 
is a prerequisite for entering the next succeeding course. 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. 
CHAS. ATHERTON, DEAN. 
This department, consisting of Psychology, Ethics and History of 
Education, is intended to give the student: (1) A knowledge of the 
mind and its operation that in the teaching process the best results 
may be obtained at the minimum expenditure of time and energy. 
( 2 )  A knowledge of the duties one owes to himself, the relationship 
existing between him and his fellowmen with its attendant obligations, 
and the greater relationship and obligations one bears to his Maker 
(3) A knowledge of the changes and development in education, theo-
reticallv and practically, from primitive man to the present day, and 
of the personages who have been most' instrumental in bringing about 
these changes. 
DEPARTMENT OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE. 
MRS. ETHEL MCGEE. 
• Miss M VMIE ATHERTON. 
MTSS C. GERTRUDE HOWARD. 
The Domestic Science Department aims to teach the fundamental 
and scientific principles of practical cookery; to prepare the student 
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so that she may go out into the world thoroughly efficient in both the 
theory and practice of household economics, and to meet all the require­
ments that the present demands, of a good cook, a cateress or a teacher 
of domestic science. 
The general, or two-year course, is that taken by all students entering 
the College except those who specialize in some other industry. 
For the benefit of -those whose means and time will not permit spending 
two years, a short course is offered in domestic science coveri. ,k a 
period of four terms, or eleven months, i. e., regular session and one 
summer term. The prerequisite for entering this course is a qualifica­
tion in the studies of the fourth grade. To finish this course one must 
put in eight hours per-day, four days a week, preparing and serving 
breakfast, luncheon, dinner and short order menus, as well as the re­
quired amount of theoretical work. 
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DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY AND PEDAGOGY. 
C. H. GRIGGS. 
MISS C. B. DRISDALE. 
MISS MARY J. SIMS. 
COURSE I. 
History of Greece, 1 unit. (West).—This course presupposes a gen­
eral knowledge of the external facts of Greek history, and undertakes 
to conduct the student into an investigation of the underlying principles 
and forces which condition the outward events. Much stress will be 
put on the history of Greece up to the death of Alexander. First year, 
Fall Term, five times a week. 
COURSE II. 
History of Rome, 1 unit. (West).—Studious attention will be given 
to the founding of Rome and the civic struggles during its internal de­
velopment. Comparative attention will be given to the civil wars with 
a view to the growth of civilization through that medium. The influence 
of Charlemagne's conquest on commerce and religion. First year, 
Winter Term, five times a week. 
COURSE I. 
Civics, 1 unit. (Triplett and Hausleiu).—This course is an analysis 
of the structure and working of government in Texas and in the United 
State, with some examination of the historical development of existing 
forms, the end of which is to build up a strong patriotic sentiment and 
grow a worthy citizenship. First year. Spring Term, five times a week. 
•SECOND YEAR SUBJECTS. 
COURSES I AND II. 
Mediaeval and Modern History, 2 units. (Myers).—In this course 
time and attention are put on those peoples who have contributed largely 
to the progress of the world. Special attention is given to those men 
and great historical movements which have influenced the course of mod­
ern progress and made it continuous. Second year, Fall and Winter 
Terms, respectively, five times a week. 
COURSE I. 
School Management. (White) .—This course contemplates plain and 
practical talks on the following subjects: written and oral recitations: 
ends and means of management; elements of governing power; condi­
tions of control; devices in school; school grading: will in conduct. 
Second year, Spring Term, five times a. week. 
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THIRD YEAR SUBJECTS. 
COURSE I. 
Economics, 1 unit.—The purpose of this course is to study the many 
economic questions in their broad and current relation to social welfare. 
Third year, Fall Term, five times a week. 
COURSE I. 
History of Industry, 1 unit.—In this course the student will noie 
critically the causes that gave rise to higher civilization and how the 
acquired civilization redounds to the good of commerce and religion. 
Third year. Winter Term, five times a week. 
COURSE I. 
Pedagogy, 1 unit. (Hewitt.) Eecitations and discussions on the fol­
lowing subjects: Study of mental powers; the art of training the 
teacher; the school; the lesson. Third year, Spring Term, five times a 
week. 
DEPARTMENT OF SEWING. 
Miss E. E. HOUSWORTH. 
MISS RUTH E. COX. 
MTSS KATIE V. FULTON. 
These courses are intended to give the student a practical as well as 
a theoretical knowledge of plain sewing, dress-making and fancy dress­
making. Also a practical knowledge in millinery. Other than the reg­
ular four-year's Normal Domestic Art Course this department offers a 
shorter course to specials. The courses are as follows: 
First Year. 
I. Each student makes a model book, including all stitches used in 
hand sewing covering two terms. Lectures on theory as given in text. 
III. Problems.—Clothes bags, aprons for children, towels, corset 
covers, scarfs; hemming table linen. Text used: Hapgood's School 
Needlework. 
Second Year. 
I. Each student takes measures, drafts and cuts patterns, choice of 
material. Lecture and discussion on theory taught. Problems for first 
and second terms selected. 
III. Problems.—Shirtwaist, three-piece undershirt, plain dresses, 
plain shirtwaist. 
Third Year. 
I. Each student drafts patterns from measurement; drafts basques 
with extra seams for stout figures. Talks on form, color and textiles 
applied to dress. 
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Problems: First, Second and Third Terms.—Lingerie dresses; shirt­
waist, men's shirt and underwear. Text used: Textile and Clothing, 
by Watson, Part II. 
Fourth Year. 
I. Advanced dressmaking, drafting, remodeling and designing. 
II. Demonstrations; discussions. 
III. Problems: First, Second and Third Terms.—Hand embroid­
ery waist or hand embroidery lingerie; fancy shirtwaists; fancy dresses; 
tailored skirts. Text used: Textile and Clothing, by Watson, Part I. 
SPECIAL SEWING. 
I. Model book, including all stitches used in hand sewing. Text: 
Textile and Clothing, by Watson, Part I, II, III. 
Problems: First Term..—Plain shirtwaist suits; underwear for women 
and men; aprons, etc. 
II. Drafting measurements and fitting and testing patterns. Talks 
on forms and color as applied to dress. Problems. Lingerie dresses 
and fancy shirt waist. 
III. Advanced Dressmaking. Demonstration. Costume designing 
and remodeling. More elaborate dresses. Tailored skirts. Two nor­
mal subjects as selected. 
' I 
MILLINERY COURSE. 
Fall Term.—Instruction in choice of material. Talks on shapes of 
heads as related to hats. Problems—Wire and buckram shapes. Bib-
bon flowers. 
Winter Term.—Talks on manufacture of felt and straw hats. Prob­
lems—Making and trimming turbans and toques. Pull facings, fitted 
facings. Variety of bows. 
Spring Term.—Lectures on combination of colors and how to re­
freshen straw and ribbon. Problems—Spring and summer shapes. 
Draping mourning bonnets. Can be taught in. a term of nine months. 
YOUNG WOMEN'S DEPAKTMENT. 
Miss A. L. EVANS, Preceptress in Charge of Girls' Dormitories. 
MRs. S. E. HANCOCK, Assistant Preceptress. 
Miss E. P.. HOUSWORTH, Assistant Preceptress. 
Miss C. B. DRISDALE, Assistant Preceptress. 
DISCIPLINE. 
We strive to use such discipline as will develop a high type of woman­
hood. Girls are encouraged to do right from principle. They are placed 
on their honor, and conduct becoming ladies is insisted upon. 
The Preceptress lives with the female pupils and is present to advise 
and direct them. 
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Since we believe a knowledge of the details of household economy is 
essential to the education of every woman, each female pupil is required 
to spend some time every day in caring for the dormitories. 
The health of the girls is a subject of constant care, and pupils are 
taught under direction to care for the ill. 
Plainness and economy in dress are encouraged by precept and ex­
ample. 
Cleanliness of person, apparel, room and premises is the rule. 
WHAT TO BRING.—Two blankets or quilts; three sheets, each two and 
three-fourths or three yards long; three pillow cases; one white bed­
spread; four towels; four table napkins; two yards unbleached domestic 
for clothes bag; one pair rubber overshoes; one mackintosh rain cloak; 
one umbrella. 
Each young lady attending the school, whether living in dormitories 
or not, is required to wear a uniform suit on Sundays and at all social 
and formal public gatherings of the student body in chapel or elsewhere. 
Young ladies taking part in any program at the College may, in place 
of their uniforms, wear white wash-dress only. 
The young women of the school shall assemble once or twice a month 
in general exercises, for talks from or with the lady teachers. As the 
name indicates, these talks will cover a wide range of subjects, depend­
ing upon the needs of the hour. 
DORMITORIES. 
The female pupils are housed in five buildings; three three-story brick 
buildings of 94- rooms and nine hallways, with a commodious front gal­
lery looking south and extending the entire length of the building; the' 
other two are comfortable two-storv frame buildings of sixty and thirty-
two rooms. 
All buildings are well lighted and ventilated. The rooms are heated 
by box stoves, and there is no extra charge for fuel. 
The five buildings each afford good accommodations for one hundred 
and fifty girls. 
The class-work in Sewing, Millinery and Cooking is carried on in the 
Girls' Industrial Building. 
In the brick building are located the office of the Preceptress, the girls'' 
reading room and the girls' reception room. 
YOUNG MEN'S DEPARTMENT. 
GEO. J. AUSTIN, Monitor, 
DISCIPLINE. 
The aim of this department is to teach the male pupils self-respect, 
self-control and regard for the rights, feelings and property of others. 
The boys are required to keep their rooms neat and clean. 
Cleanliness of perspn, apparel, room, and premises is insisted upon. 
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A special aim is to inculcate a sense of honor; a regard for truthfulness 
and honesty; and an appreciation of duty and personal responsibility, 
and habits of application and industry. 
DORMITORIES. 
Foster Hall is a. three-story brick building containing 29 rooms and 
three halls. The second floor of the Ivirby Hall contains 10 rooms; the 
Pickett Hall 16 rooms. These buildings afford fair accommodations 
for 150 boys. 
THE TUNING HALL. 
H. C. ALDRIDGE, Steward. 
GEO. J. AUSTIN. 
MRS. S. E. HANCOCK. 
The pupils and some of the teachers take meals in the school dining 
hall, which is large, airy, well lighted and comfortable. 
The tables are served at meal time by young men. students, who in 
this way earn a portion of their school expenses. 
A high standard of social conduct is aimed at. Pupils are constrained 
to cultivate a quiet, genteel, refined demeanor. Boisterousness is dis­
couraged, and anything tending toward familiarity or vulgarity in con­
duct or conversation meets with sharp disapproval. 
The director is in charge of the pupils in the dining room. 
The corps of boy waiters have the duty of serving the meals, waiting 
•at tables, and clearing tables, cleaning dishes and setting up tables for 
the succeeding meal. 
The diet is plain and healthful, with considerable variety, both of 
material and preparation. On holidays a special dinner is served. 
THE SCHOOL LAUNDRY. 
W. P. TERRELL, Superintendent. 
A. D. EWELL, Foreman. 
MRS. P. L. EWELL, Assistant. 
The laundry is supplied with steam and equipped with suitable 
machinery. 
There are three large cylindrical washers, one extractor or rotary 
wringer, clothes stare her, collar and cuff ironer and mangle. 
The entire washing, ironing and sorting of the clothes for all the 
pupils is done in the steam laundry by the girl pupils, assisted by three 
boys and directed by a foreman. 
Pupils thus have the opportunity of learning a useful calling, while 
doing their own laundering. 
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DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC. 
Miss W. B. PATTERSON. 
COURSE IN PIANO. 
Piano, Violin and Mandolin thoroughly taught. Pupils advanced 
according to ability. The Piano Course includes the following studies: 
Root's Pleasant Hours Instruction Book, Sonatina Album, containing 
sonatinas and rondos by Bach, Beethoven, Haydn, Mozart and others: 
Sonata Album by Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven; Field's Nocturnes, 
Mozart's Sonatas, Chopin's Nocturnes and Artist's Repertoire. 
Mandolin Course—F. de Christofaro's Method, Nos. 1 and 2. 
Violin Course—White's Method, Kayser's Elementary and Progres­
sive Studies and other Technics. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION. 
SITUATION AND SURROUNDINGS. 
The Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College is located in 
Southeast Texas, in Waller county, six miles east of Hempstead. The 
situation is commanding and beautiful. The buildings face a broad 
prairie on the south, which runs for miles to the southeast. To the west 
and north lie extensive tracts of timber. Five miles southeast is the 
growing little town of Waller. The Houston & Texas Central Railway 
runs in front of the school, a mile distant, making the college easy of 
access by rail from all parts of the State. 
A constant Gulf breeze, which often becomes a strong wind, insures a 
pure and healthful atmosphere, and the general health of the pupils has 
been good. 
HOW TO REACH PRAIRIE VIEW. 
Several days before leaving home, students should inform their nearest 
railroad ticket agent that Prairie View Station is in Waller county on 
the main line of the Houston & Texas Central Railway, and find out 
from him the best route to reach it. Find out also on what day and on 
what train you will arrive, and notify the Principal of the school of 
your coming. 
OPENING DAY. 
The thirty-fifth annual session opens Wednesday, September 9, 1914, 
and every student, if possible, should reach the College on the opening 
day. 
MESS HALL. 
All student boarders and all unmarried teachers take their meals at 
this building in the large dining hall. The aim of the State is io furnish 
a palatable, healthful diet at actual cost of material and service. 
YOUNG WOMEN'S DORMITORIES. 
The girls of the institution are housed in five dormitory buildings: 
one, a two-story frame building 'of ,11 rooms; the second a three-story 
brick building of 36 rooms, and the third and fourth are three-story 
brick buildings of 28 rooms each on second and third floors, and con­
taining on the first floor the Sewing and Cooking Departments, and the 
fifth a frame building with 16 rooms. These five buildings are all lighted 
by electric lights and have water connection and baths with hot and 
cold water. 
YOUNG MEN'S DORMITORIES. 
The Kirby Building has been moved to the east part of the campus, 
and has undergone an extensive and thorough remodeling and repair, 
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which has made this one of the most useful and tasteful buildings of the 
institution. The upper story contains ten bed rooms for senior boys; 
the lower, seven rooms, are used for the Chemical and Physical Labora­
tory and recitation rooms. 
Pickett Hall is a frame building of twenty-four rooms for the accom­
modation of young men. The new frame two-story building erected dur­
ing the session contains 32 rooms. 
The three-story brick dormitory, Poster Hall, was built for hoys in 
order to meet the growing demand for room. This building contains 
twenty-nine rooms, with good light, ventilation and furnishings. A brick 
bath house contains shower baths for boys. 
ACADEMIC HALL. 
This hall is a stately building—the main central part being three 
stories in height and containing, above, the chapel, with a gallery, and 
below, the principal's office, book store, library and reading room. Two 
wings, each of two stories, contain six recitation rooms and two com­
mittee rooms, used solely by the Board of Directors whenever the busi­
ness of the school requires their presence at the institution. 
THE SHOP. 
The shop of the Mechanical Department is a two-story brick structure, 
with an additional room of brick, containing the wood-working outfit, 
and additions containing the blacksmithing outfit, engine and boiler, 
steam laundry, printing, shoe and harness shops, etc. 
THE CAMPUS. 
The school campus comprises at present fifty acres in which the above 
buildings are appropriately situated. Fourteen teacher's cottages are 
located around the campus. All the dormitories and school buildings 
have light and water connections. 
HONORS. 
Students who complete the studies of the full course satisfactorily, 
making required averages, will receive a Normal Diploma. Said diploma 
has by law the rank of a permanent teacher's certificate and is valid 
during good behavior. 
First Grade Normal Certificates, valid for six years, and Second 
Grades valid for three years in the public schools of Texas, may be 
issued to those who complete the required subjects and attain the required 
standing in the work of the Third and Second Years, respectively. 
In a'ddition to an attendance of at least nine months, and satisfactory 
class-room work and deportment, students must show a commendable 
ability to teach before either certificate or diploma is granted. 
The right of a pupil to receive a diploma or a certificate shall be 
determined of the Faculty, in full meeting, according to the standard 
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of scholarship, and the mode of recording the same, as have been regu­
larly and previously provided for. 
LIBRARY AND READING ROOM. 
The general library and reading room occupies a space on the first 
floor of Academic Hall. It contains about 2000 volumes of reference 
books, history, biography, poetry and general literature. Most of these 
books are selected with special reference to the tastes of students and 
young people—and are classified according to the latest methods. They 
are all catalogued on cards, and drawn by all pupils without cost. 
The reading room receives regularly some of the leading newspapers 
and periodicals, and is open seven hours on each week day, two hours on 
Sunday and three hours on holidays. A reading room for girls with 
equal accommodations is located in their brick dormitory. 
RELIGIOUS OBSERVANCES. 
On Sunday morning at 9 :30 a Sunday school is regularly held, fol­
lowed by a review of the lesson by the superintendent. Two voluntary 
Christain societies are maintained by students, assisted by teachers, the 
Y. W. C. A. for girls and the Young Men's Christian Association for the 
young men. The Young Men's Christian Association is well organized 
and holds two meetings each week; one for Bible study as outlined by. the 
International Committee, and another where different religious and 
moral subjects are discussed. 
At 7 p. m. every Sabbath, students assemble in the Chapel to hear a 
sermon or a religious lecture. 
LITERARY SOCIETIES. 
In addition to the classes in monthly rhetoricals, each class is expected 
to organize and maintain a literary society throughout the session. 
These literary societies are officered and governed by members of the re­
spective classes, a teacher being assigned to. encourage and supervise each 
organization. Experience demonstrates that much useful drill and edu­
cation may be derived from the proper conduct and management, of these 
societies. 
RHETORICALS. 
The fifth and sixth periods of every other Monday in the school year 
are given to rhetoricals. The whole student body is divided into groups 
and one group is assigned to a. teacher. Two hours of the first Friday 
night in each month of school are given to a public program composed 
of pieces rehearsed during the month and the pupils rendering .them. 
Pupils are held accountable in the proficiency of this worly, which has 
been given a relative weight in our system of grading. 
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Y. W. C. A. 
MARY J. SIMS, Advisory Teacher. 
During the past three years the Young Women's Christian Association 
has grown to be an important factor in the religious activities of the 
institution. 
Regular meetings are held twice every month, but the prayer meetings, 
which are under the direction of this department, are held weekly, every 
Tuesday evening. The rapid growth in attendance and the spiritual 
interest manifested by all in these meetings has been marvelous. Then, 
every Sunday afternoon, from 3 o'clock to 4 o'clock. Bible classes are 
conducted. 
The association also helps students in a material way. We hope to 
do more in this line from year to year. 
The Y. W. C. A. Library contains over 300 volumes of well graded 
books and hundreds of girls have been constant readers. By means of 
this library the girls have grown in closer friendship than ever. Better 
spiritual work can be done if each student will bring a Bible. 
All contributions are voluntary except the annual fee. 
All athletic games are under the supervision of the association. This 
year the games have been gymnastics, tennis, croquet, base ball and bas­
ket ball. 
It is the purpose of the Y. W. C. A. to have every girl attending the 
school become an active member of the association. 
SOME GENERAL REGULATIONS. 
1. The discipline of the school aims to lead its students to self-
control, and to prepare them for the successful discharge of the prac­
tical duties of everyday life and citizenship as well as for the special 
duties of school, farm, shop and home. 
2. Promptness to all school duties is exacted. Neatness and cleanli­
ness is a rule of the institution. 
3. Students are impressed that intelligent labor is dignified and 
necessary to all individual or social development. 
4. No student need come to Prairie View with the idea that it is a 
place to get a certificate to teach with little real effort. Thorough con­
scientious work must be done to merit any honor from the institution. 
5. No student can leave the ground at anv time, or omit any school 
duty, unless by written consent from the Principal. 
6. The use of tobacco and of all narcotic or alcoholic stimulants is 
forbidden as being a hindrance to the process of education. 
7. Students whose conduct raises doubt or suspicion of their char­
acter and motives may be requested to withdraw from the institution. 
S. True politeness is the rule of social conduct, and rudeness in 
speech or manner, ill temper, noisy, boisterous behavior, disputes and 
quarrels, are forbidden. 
9. Extravagance and showiness in dress are not approved of by the 
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Faculty. A neat, plain attire, and a modest, self-respecting demeanor, 
are expected of each student. Young ladies who graduate are required 
to wear a uniform designated by the Faculty. 
10. All students are required to settle their dues in advance for 
the month, and students who fall behind ten days in the payment of their 
dues shall receive a notice, giving them ten days more to settle; and at 
the expiration of that time, if settlement is not made, such student shall 
be sent home. 
11. All students are required to improve their advantages to a 
reasonable degree and according to their ability, and when it becomes 
apparent that a pupil's time is not profitably employed he will be re­
quested to withdraw. 
12. Any student who marries during the school session forfeits his 
rights to any further connection as a student, and will be required to 
withdraw immediately from the institution. 
13. Any student who proves physically unable to attend to school 
duties may be requested to withdraw. 
14. Pupils proving to be consumptives will be sent home for proper 
medical treatment. 
15. Idle, inattentive, refractory pupils will be dismissed. 
CONCLUSION. 
In preparing this catalogue, an attempt has been made to give the 
information necessary to those who think of attending school here. The 
course of study, entrance requirements, text-books, cost of board, and 
other matters of equal importance, are fully stated. However, if after 
carefully reading its contents the reader should desire further informa­
tion concerning the school, a letter of inquiry addressed to. the Principal 
will receive prompt attention. 
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ENROLLMENT BY CLASSES, SESSION 1913-14 
FIRST-YEAR CLASS—MALES 
Allen, Oscar Kendleton. 
Baker, Leonard L Klondike. 
Bassett, Thomas L Sealy. 
Bell, Raymond Abilene. 
Boone,. George R Huntsville. 
Boone, A. P Wharton. 
Boatwright, Darius B Groveton. 
Bowen, Jefferson Ennis. 
Blair, William Willis. 
Brailford, Artie Burkeville. 
Bradford, Henry Alto. 
Brown, Jno. D Clay. 
Burnley, C. L Big Sandy. 
Cannon, Huey Glade Water. 
Clemens, Marshall Caldwell. 
Davis, Roy L Clarksville. 
Davison, Clinton Falba. 
Day, Richard Dayton. 
Dickson, W. I Anderson. 
Evans, Allen Caldwell. 
Fair, Eugene Chappell Hill. 
Guess, Earnest Kendleton. 
Gibbs, Frank Silsby. 
Hall, Buford Tatum. 
Harper, Elbert Kosse. 
Hawkins, Herman Dallas. 
Hardy, Frank. ! Mart. 
Hanks, Wm Colmesneil. 
Houston, Clem Huntsville. 
Hunter, George Weimar. 
Holt, John D Kilgore. 
Johnson, Charlie Nacogdoches. 
Johnson, Eugene Dallas. 
Kay, Leslie Tucson, Arizona. 
Kemp, I. B Hempstead. 
Loud, James L Anderson. 
Lee, Jessie J Esperanza. 
Lewis, Robert G Pitt Bridge. 
Luper, Andrew Anna. 
Maize, Grant Ennis. 
Mathews, R. M St. Augustine. 
McCoy, Clarence - Dallas. 
Moten, Otho Huntsville. 
Nabors, George Houston. 
O'Niel, L. B Fodice. 
Pendleton, Dan L Honey Grove. 
Reager, F. E Wharton. 
Roberts, Tommy San Augustine. 
Robertson, Willie Franklin. 
Scott, Theodore Moody. 
Shanks, Otis • Thompson. 
Simmons, Russell Burkeville. 
Smith, William Houston. 
Smith, John Kosse. 
Smith, Herman Ravenna. 
Thomas, Lee Roy Courtney. 
Watkins, Thomas D Huntsville. 
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Ward, Wesley Bellville. 
Wells, Timothy Kilgore. 
White, Luther Applibny. 
Whitehead, Starkie Calvert. 
Williams, Clarence Addicks. 
Wyatt, Lawrence Hill Prairie. 
Young, Lee Willis. 
FIRST-YEAR CLASS—FEMALES 
Adkins, Senora Colorado. 
Atterway, Myrtle Tyler. 
Andrews, Sallie West Point. 
Bandy, Elois Brazoria. 
Baily, Laura Hallettsville. 
Barry, Claudia Hallville. 
Brooks, Eliza Simonton. 
Bradley, Zella Kosse. 
Bowen, Jewel Sherman. 
Brothers, Myrtle Luling. 
Brothers, Florence Cuero. 
jOarr, Angeline Dallas. 
Chatham, Ruth Hempstead. 
Childress, Mercie Midway. 
Clark, Charity Willis. 
j Cleaver, Queen V Nacogdoches. 
J Clinton, Ernestine Dallas. 
Cox, Bessie Elysian Fields. 
Conner, Louis M Mumford. 
Cooper, Georgia Crockett. 
Canady, Daisy Bryan. 
Craig, Susie Kosse. 
(Syane, Emma L Nixon. 
Crawford, Charity Hempstead. 
Curl, Sabra D Nacogdoches. 
Darden, Alzetta Barnes. 
Dewes, Hopie Flint Smith. 
Dean, Thelma Edna. 
DeJonette, Etta ; Bonham. 
Dickey, Vida Huntsville. 
Dickens, Aline Richmond. 
Dilworth, Luc^ta El Paso. 
Drake, F' jrence Hondo. 
Ellis, Lennie Medill. 
Estelle, Mabel I Riesel. 
Etter, Bridget Jacksonville. 
Fears, Beadie A; Caro. 
Flannagan, Ila & Elderville. 
Flannagan, F. E Washington. 
Fleming, Pearl Fort Worth. 
Franklin, Laura San Antonio. 
Frazier, Mary Edna. 
Frazier, Lessie Edna. 
Freeman, Hattie Hubbard. 
Ford, Willie Washington. 
Fulgham, Dora Thrawick. 
Gardner, Birdie Palestine. 
Garner, Senora Glen Flora. 
^ Goul, Lillian Navasota. 
^ Green, Josephine Kerens. 
\ Graves, Willie Washington. 
Griggs, Myrtia Prairie View. 
Griffin, Bessie Point Blank. 
Grissom, Essie Dallas. 
Hall, Theresa. Angleton. 
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Harvey, Avie Kilgore. 
Hampton, V Lone Star. 
Harderman, G. O • Stock Yard St 
Hemphill, Gazzie N. Fort Worth. 
Harris, Leola West Point. 
Harvey, Kizziah Chappell Hill. 
Hightower, Carrie Huntsville. 
Haynes, Pearl Hallettsville. 
Jackson, Lucinda Houston. 
Jackson, Ruth. Victoria. 
Jones, Bessie Franklin. 
Jones, Pearl Franklin. 
Jones, Omega Neylandville. 
Jones, Mable Richmond. 
Johnson, Mary A Willis. 
Kinnedy, Allie Overton. 
Lawrence, Maurine Dallas. 
Lambert, Roberta Taylor. 
Lewis, Cora Port Arthur. 
Leach, Mary Houston. 
Lockett, Ida Mumford. 
Long, Athalena Tyler. 
Loud, Ada Madisonville. 
Lott, Anna L Corpus Christi. 
Lincoln, Savanah Smithvilie. 
Lindsay, lone Bellville. 
Lilly, Venice Hempstead. 
Mallard, Blossie Palestine. 
McCoy, Annie Giddings. 
McDonald, Artelia Cedar Creek. 
McDonald, Sophian Cedar Creek. 
McDonald, Lillian Cedar Creek. 
McGee, Lula Hearne. 
McMurry, Willie Kerens. 
McNary, Martha Cuero. 
Merriweather, Minnie Beeville. 
Nealy, Annie B Old Waverly. 
Peters, Hannah Duke. 
Philen, Jennie Mt. Pleasant. 
Powell, Mabel New Waverly. 
Phillips, Mary A New Waverly. 
Rayner, Maud Reagan. 
Rice, Verna L Port Arthur. 
Rose, Mrs. Edna Tyler. 
Roy, Lila Hempstead. 
Roberts, Ella Wharton. 
Ross, Helen Kerens. 
Roach, Addie Wallis. 
Sampson, Leola Burton. 
Sanders, Jessie Jacksonville. 
Sample, Marie Yoakum. 
Seabron, Irene Richmond. 
Sibley, Adrena Mineral Wells. 
Skeins, Lee A Dallas. ' 
Sims, Rachel Hutto. 
Sidney, Eva M Edna. 
Smith, Ellen Edna. 
Smith, Clara ! Kosse. 
Smith, Thelma Prairie View. 
Smith, Rowena Runge. 
Solomon, Hallie B Houston. 
Spriggs, Aureh'a Hawthorne. 
Stockton, Ellie1 B Moulton. 
Starks, Carrie Nacogdoches 
' Stewart, E. A Austini^.v«™ 
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Si: L: Waco. 
Si:::p::; Si:;:: Mexia. 
SI: I:: : Kosse. 
Thomas, Helen Chappell Hill. 
Tilman, Sadie Waco. 
Thompkins, Luida Hempstead. 
Townsend, Mary E Victoria. 
Towles, Lucy Mt. Vernon. 
Turner, Jessie Conroe. 
Vickers, Willie Hempstead. 
Walker, Cora Woodland. 
Wells, Luella Hempstead. 
Washington, Leanna. . . .• Mumford. 
Wills, Beatrice Aquilla. 
Williams, Nellie B Marlin. 
Williams, Annie M Fort Worth. 
Wooten, Eva Fodice. 
Yarborough, Addie Hempstead. 
ENROLLMENT BY CLASSES, SESSION 1913-14. 
SECOND YEAR CLASS—MALES 
Archie, Monphus Hempstead. 
Adams, Willie L Hickston. 
Alexander, J. M. H Hickston. 
Alexander, R. C Cleburne. 
Boyd, Ennis Glen Flora. 
Bridges, P. B Madisonville. 
Bacon, George G Schulenburg. 
Carothers, James A Bay City. 
Carrington, C. C Leggett. 
Carroll, C. M Hallettsville. 
Douglas, Aaron Gus. 
Davis, Sam Bellville. 
Doty, Lee Roy McKinney. 
Echols, S. N Mexia. 
Forward, E Newton. 
Green, Raymond Franklin. 
Green, Thomas Franklin. 
Greenleaf, Wm Cold Springs. 
Greer, Ennis Wharton. 
Hall, Howard Angleton. 
i/^Herde, John W Coolidge. 
" Hope, Joseph Chappell Hill. 
Hilliard, R. C Bay City. 
Hall, Robert Chappell Hill. 
Hilliard, Earl Hallettsville. 
Johnson, J. Russell Sherman. 
Johnson, Clarence L Oakland. 
Jones, Osborne Houston. 
Kidd, E. W Sherman. 
Lee, Willie C Baileyville. 
Lilly, J. D Washington. 
Mann, L. J Weimar. 
Martin, Dan Jr La Grange. 
Matthews, J. Ernest Cleburne. 
Martin, Isreal Richmond. 
McDonald, A. W Mexia. 
Newton, Seth. Reagan. 
Newbill, A. A Weatherford. 
Norris, C. W Littig. 
. aqe. A varon Huntsville. 
A be: a p'G Kendletom 
"gcc: ^(jeetel Kerens. 
Pfci&l&aiiis W Huntsville. 
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Richard, Leonard i .3 
Rucker, Leslie 1. . j;:s: 
Richardson, S. M LlllllS: 
Rayner, Wm Reagan. 
Stanton, R. B Crockett. 
Stonum, Alex Caldwell. 
Scott, H. L Rockdale. 
Sims, Jas. A Sherman. 
Sleet, Lawrence Nacogdoches. 
Thomas, Oscar J Nacogdoches. 
Taylor, Curtis C Edna. 
Williams, Pink W San Augustine. 
Williams, Joseph O Hallettsville. 
Wooten, John A Fodice. 
Williams, Fred . Milano. 
Wilson, Adolphus C Brenham. 
SECOND-YEAR CLASS—FEMALES 
Atherton, Alma E Prairie View. 
Archie, Ida M Hempstead. 
Ashford, Olivia R Huntsville. 
Ansley, Ivy Richmond. 
Adair, Maude Crockett. 
Brown, Orwillie Calvert. 
Barnett, Florence Grapeland. * 
Boone, Fannie L Trawick. 
Byrd, Lottie Weatherford. 
Burch, Lula Highbank. 
Bridges, Rosa Anna Madisonville. 
Branch, Rebecca Stoneham. 
Bradley, Nonie Tyler. 
Bradford, Viola E New Waverly. 
Blair, Leola L : Willis. 
Bibbs, Bettie Mae Schulenburg. 
Bright, Nina Taylor. 
Barlowe, Inez Houston. 
Brewer, Mattie Goliad. 
Brown, Omega Edna. 
Carroll, Lelah Richland. 
Clay, Florence E Temple. 
Cooper, Georgia Crockett. 
Coleman, Minnie Coolidge. 
Crenshaw, Virginia O Giddings. 
Cade, Addie Mattox. 
Douglass, Goldie 
Davis, Alice Houston. 
Dixon, Lilian Medill. 
Dodd, Nancy Elderville. 
Ekells, Dollie Hempstead. 
Estelle, Jessie Riesel. 
Franks, Lucy Athens. 
Fields, Millie Hungerford. 
Flewellen, Roberta Mae Brenham. 
Gray, Bethel Texarkana. 
Goodwin, Millie Shiro. 
Gardner, Lottie Washington. 
Griggs, Juanita Prairie View. 
Holland, Ida B Orange. 
Harris, Ethel V Richmond. 
Hamilton, Nola J Rice. 
Holmes, Lelah Rosebud. 
Harris, Sallie • New Waverly. 
Hendricks, Angie F Tyler. 
Johnson, Lula M Atlanta. 
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Jackson, Ethel Edna. 
Johnson, Mary L. . . ,s. Oakwood. 
Jackson, Effie Elysian Fields. 
Kerr, Buelah Bastrop. 
Kilpatrick, Taminna Somerville. 
Kykendoll, Annie Hallettsville. \ 
Kidd, Georgia , Cleburne. 
Kidd, Mrs. Irene Houston. 
Lagway, Virginia Crockett. 
Lockhart, Jannette Caldwell. 
Lee, Miss Willie C Fort Worth. 
Madlock, Bessie Mahl. 
Mitchell, Willie Lone Star. 
McGowan, Louvenia Bastrop. 
Mitchell, Ella Lone Star. 
MaGee, Annie F Mart. 
Maxwell, Carrie B Weatherford. 
McDowell, Lydia Milano. 
Murphy, Corellai Navaseta- , 
Manning, Ethel Madisonville. 
Mallard, Genevery Palestiner 
Moore, Gertrude Waco. 
Moman, Ethel Brenham. 
McKee, Roberta Bonham. 
Mickens, Willie M Bonham. 
McConnell, Oneita Marlin. 
Mattox, Marie Mattox. 
Mosley, Linnie Jacksboro. 
Moten, Essie Giddings. 
McCann, Hettie Bonus. 
Mosley, Lillie B Houston. 
McCoy, Mamie Giddings. 
Norris, Eloise Littig. 
North, Rhoda L Double Bayou. 
Norman, Buelah Austin. 
Nelson, Lillian Houston. 
Nobles, Rosie L Cuero. 
Nelson, Edna Honey Grove. 
Narwood, Lula Caldwell. 
Norman, Athea Austin. 
Pink, Lizzie Kendleton. 
Parkinson, Ethel Overton. 
Pollard, Blanchie Willis. 
Paulhill, Roxie Shiro. 
Ramsey, Irene San Marcos. 
Russell, Mattie R Hubbard. 
Reese, Mattie R Washington. 
Royton, Bessie Hill Prairie. 
Robinson, Esther L Ganado. 
Russell, Willie R 
Roberts, Sarah San Augustine. 
Ross, J. Estell Port Lavaca. 
Smith, Josephine Munford. 
Smith, Ardella Hearne. 
Soders, Naomi Marlin. 
Stevens, Rutha Hallettsville. 
Spott, Thelma A Prairie View. 
\Xholars, Velana R Houston. 
Starks, Lucy Mt. Pleasant. 
Scott, Cecil Nacogdoches. 
Sanders, Ida Crockett. 
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Taylor, Lillie Mae Grapeland. 
Tilly, Idella Richmond. 
Thomas, Olivia M Huntsville. 
Turner, Jessie Dallas. 
Taylor, Ethel V Caldwell. 
Teal, Pinkie Atlanta. 
Tate, Mattie Richmond. 
Taylor, E. C 
Washington, Mamie La Grange. 
Warren, Gertie San Marcos. 
Washington, Mable Calvert. 
Warren, Alice Oakland. 
Wilson, Minnie Huntsville. 
Williams, Edna R Cold Springs. 
Wright, Bertha Columbus. 
Wyatt, Buelah Fort Worth. 
Word, Bessie Willis. 
Williams, Lee Ola Slayden. 
Wallace, Ida Grant. 
Young, Caldonia McKinney. 
Young, Maggie May Tyler>• 
ENROLLMENT BY CLASSES, SESSION 1913-14 
THIRD-YEAR CLASS—MALES 
Allen, P. A Kendleton. 
Brown, Enos Stoneham. 
Bell, Wm Caldwell. 
Blackshear, T. R Prairie View. 
Bowers, Buck Clarksville. 
Bowers, Chas Clarksville. 
Brown, J. D Houston. 
Burney, C. E . . .Hempstead. 
Bates, G. W Sherman. 
Bluitt, S. P .• Caldwell. 
^jBrown, J. P. Center. 
'BurrisrWr DT 7 77 7. Groesbeck. 
Brooks, J. A : Wortham. 
Campbell, John W Austin. 
Carr, E. E Houston. 
Clark, R. E Giddings. 
Collins, Samuel Weldon. 
Craig, Delbert Clarksville. 
Dunlevy, F Yoakum. 
Eldridge, M. A . . .! Brenham. 
Francis, Geo. H Giddings. 
Griffin, H. T Giddings. 
Hadnot, M. H Woodville. 
Hardeway, W Ponta. 
Harlee, N. W Dallas. 
Hicks, Leon Taylor. 
Hicks, P. J Dallas. 
Hickey, J. S Giddings. 
Hodges, Horace Prairie View. 
Hubbard, G. E Weldon. 
Hubert, J. J. L * Waco. 
Hill, John I Waco. 
Hall, E. T Doyle. 
Jackson, Cleveland Harrisburg. 
Jones, M. B Milano. 
Johnson, R. B Henderson. 
King, B. Y Crockett. •/ 
Kirven, E. J Wortharft' 
Knighton, Emerson Burkev" 
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Kyle, C. H Ponta. 
Livingston, J. H Ennis. 
Love, Andrew Hammond. 
Luck, C. C San Marcos. 
Lawson, Monroe Port Arthur. 
Minkens, J. H Victoria. 
Moore, Walter E Gonzales. 
Moss, Virgil Whitewright. 
Murphy, R. S Schulenburg. 
McCoy, F. T Giddings. 
Perry, E. W Galveston. 
Pollock, S. M Mexia. 
Pannel Edward Reagan. 
Sanders, J. L New Waverly. 
Schuyler, Horace Henderson. 
Smith, C. E Jefferson. 
Smith, Raymond Dendleton. 
Sperland, Jerome Whitewright. 
Stamps, P. Alvin, Jr Marlin. 
Summers, A. G Navasota. 
Thomas, Shellie Lexington. 
Taylor, C. C Crockett. 
Taylor, C. J Calvert. 
Van Ruren, P Crockett. 
Wooten, H. L Fodice. 
Wright, J. A Westhoff. 
Wilson, Jerry, Jr Brenham. 
THIRD-YEAR CLASS—FEMALES 
Allen, Alma O Atlanta. 
Aldridge, Drucilla Bastrop. 
Alton, Mattie F Kendleton. 
Austin, Obelia Crockett. 
Allen, Christella Hot Springs, Ark. 
Archie, Effie Hempstead. 
Alexander, Ina Mt. Enterprise. 
..-Anthony, Lillie M Yoakum. 
—' Avant, Rosa Cuero. 
Bush, Rebecca 0 Bellviile. 
Burdix, Ella L Josserand. 
13artlett, XiacliG Dcnison. 
Brown, Catherine Hempstead. 
Bradley, Emma Tyler. 
Bright, Helen J Beaumont. 
Bush, Pearl 'Bellviile 
Bedford, Nettie Prairie View 
Cowan, Rachel Dallas 
Cooper, Leah P Wallisville. 
A00i' Gladys Prairie View. 
Cook Nancy Houston. 
Chandler, Irma Taylor 
Carter, Alberta ! !! " ! ! ! ! " ! Fort Worth. 
Carter, Eva Wortham. 
Cam, Florence Emory. 
Cooper, Amilee Dallas. 
SripS; *. • .Dallas. 
SiipS; ::SS:ii Round Rock. 
SiipS; nsa: Chappell Hill. 
Slips; Corsicana. 
SiipS, Austin. 
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Daniels, Georgie M Mexia. 
Davis, Elnora Tatum. 
Douglas, Winnie L Caldwell. 
Doty, Ernestine McKinney. 
Erby, Jennie R Fort Worth. 
Elgin, Bessie Taylor. 
Fulbright, Lola Marlin. 
Flanagan, Effie Elderville. 
Felder, Rebecca Chaapell Hill. 
Furlow, Bessie Beaumont. 
Grissom, R. C Dallas. 
Gregg, Ethel Elgin. 
Grigsby, Myria E Port Lavaca. 
Hutchinson, Marie A Fort Worth. 
Howard, Vera .Willis. 
Hawke, Annie Gibsland. 
Hill, Ina B San Angelo. 
Harper, Maggie Fort Worth. 
Hicks, Valeria Ponta. 
Herring, Annie B Vienna. 
Hammonds, Minnie Winona. 
Harrison, Lula J Houston. 
Hammonds, Ayra Winona. 
Hall, Dimple Palestine. 
Herndon, Annie M New Waverly. 
Hornsby, Caraline Brenham. 
Hunter, Drucessa Navasota. 
Harvey, M. L 
Johnson, Florence Lockhart, 
Johnson, Eugene E Conroe. 
Jarrett, Gussie Texarkana. 
Jones, Daisy N Cleburne. 
Johnson, Maggie E Houston. 
Jackson, Maud Ella Richmond. 
Johnson, Albany E 
Johnson, Viola Huntsville. 
Kirkland, Georgia Dallas. 
Kirkwood, Nettie M Waco. 
Lee, Maggie Houston. 
Love, Irene Calvert. 
Lewis, Martha Palestine. 
Lawson, Pauline Port Arthur. 
Livingston, Mabel Kirven. 
Lewis, Mary • Gonzales. 
Lee, Gladys Houston. 
Loggins, Pearl Hempstead. 
Lawton, Emma N Galveston. 
Lewis, Mabel Terrell. 
Mimms, Florence Tyler. 
Mack, Vera Lee Waco. 
McDonald, Fannie Beaumont. 
Moore, Arzella Gonzales. 
McCleary, Ruth Palestine. 
Minor, Clemmie Port Arthur. 
Matthews, Gertrude Gonzales. 
Martin, Emma A Beaumont. 
McDade, Henrietta Hempstead. 
Marshall, Leoda Gonzales. 
McGuire, Ida B Houston. 
Moses, Ellen Gonzales. 
Millard, Elizabeth Houston. 
Mitchell, Rebecca Longview. 
McKinzie, Ora Richmond. 
Morrow, Mattie Lydic. 
McChillis, Jessie Beaumont. 
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McDowell, Lula 
Mitchell, Goldie 
Minter, Willie M. . . . 
Mazy, Susie 
Noble, Hazel T 
Neale, Thelma 













Rayner, S. J 
Reeves, Lillian 
-Rucker, A. L 
Roe, Cora 
Roquemore, Ellie M.. 
Ramson, Alma 
Sapp, Lottie 









Sapenter, Annie B . . . 
Sheffield, Victoria. . . . 
Stockton, Ima 
Tillman, Hattie 
Thomas, Olga K 
Thomas, Caraline. . . . 
Thomas, Anna 
Thomas, Willie 
Thompson, Alice Mae 
Veals, Inez D 
Wallace, Eula E 
Walker, Robbie D. . . 
Washington, Lessie.. . 
Williams, Etta Mae. . 
Williams, Ethel 






Walton, Marguerite. . 
• Y i l l i a m s ,  M a t t i e  O . .  .  
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ENROLLMENT BY CLASSES, SESSION 1913-14 
FOURTH-YEAR CLASS—MALES 
Alton, James H Kendleton. 
Buchanan, G. W Hempstead. 
Baldwin, Wm Fordice. 
Butler, P. A Kilgore. 
Branch, A. O Wharton. 
Crayton, Geo. E Rockdale. 
Collins, W. S Hempstead. 
Campbell, J. C Austin. 
Chinn, Emile Edna. 
Chatman, Chas ' Mexia. 
Dees, Bishop Hallettsville. 
Dean, M. Z Robertson. 
Davis, C. A Atlanta. 
Griffin, Lewis H Lovelady. 
Harrison, W. H Prairie View. 
Hodges, L. B Prairie View. 
Horace, James L Groveton. 
Hudson, Earl Fort Worth. 
Houston, W. S Fort Worth. 
Huddleston, T. D Waco. 
Hutchins, Harvey Lovelady. 
Harris, L. P Gray. 
Isaacs, W. C Oakland. 
Jones, J.J i. Lyons. 
Jones, Theron Houston. 
Jones, J. D Canton. 
Jackson, Edward Midway. 
Loud, G. L Navasota. 
Langrum, H. C Fodice. 
Luper, Luther G Kerens. 
Limbric, J. C Beaumont. 
Morris, Chester San Angelo. 
Mitchell, S. M Nash. 
Mosley, H. L Rockdale. 
Oler, Chas. G Houston. 
Penn, N. G Dallas. 
Pierson, Maltie Hempstead. 
Payne, Eddie Hempstead. 
Patterson, John R Prairie View. 
Queen, 0. C Fort Worth. 
Reece, Wm Navasota. 
Robbins, Hugh Brenham. 
Roligan, Geo Nacogdoches. 
Rutherford, I. R Mt. Vernon. 
Scott, A. M Rockdale. 
Stinson, O. B Houston. 
Smith, W. H Camden. 
Thurman, H. P Prairie View. 
Thompson, T. T Bryan. 
Tidwell, T. M Gause. 
Tipps, Fred Dallas. 
Woods, E. G San Antonio. 
Washington, J. W High Bank. 
Yates, Paul HoustoSiffi: ' ctJLirv. 




Atherton, Leona J Pr frnont. 
Anderson, Viana : Be >. 
Allen, Jeffie W 
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Boyd, Artese Hearne. 
Booker, Gertrude Houston. 
Bowie, Cleta Beaumont. 
Butler, Beatrice Yoakum. 
Bates, Cleopatra Marlin. 
Bolden, Inez Huntsville. 
Browne, Julia C San Antonio. 
Cosk, Jessie Ponta. 
I/Campbell, Kennie V San Antonio. 
Calhoun, Louella Wharton. 
Carter, Allyne Houston. 
Davis, Alice E Hempstead. 
Daily, Victora J Grapeland. 
Dilworth, Annie M Gonzales. 
Devereaux, Willie I Jefferson. 
Dibbrell, Lezena • Seguin. 
Evander, Vivian Houston. 
Felix, Pearl I Cuero. 
Floyd, Joanna .Sherman. 
Forrow, Susie B Cuero. 
Foreman, Effie G Waco. 
• Green, Leola Woodworth, La. 
Gearry, Juanita Beaumont. 
Green, Beatrice Somerville. 
Gafford, Jeanette Cuero. 
Hagler, S. A Galveston. 
Hicks, Aquilla Dallas. 
Henderson, Ever Fort Worth. 
Hancock, Hugh E Prairie View. 
pfficks, Ruddie Corsicana. 
Harmon, Nauntia.. Cuero. 
Haywood, Roberta Bastrop. 
Hunter, Evalena Navasota. 
Jones, Norma V Austin. 
Jackson, Lillie Bellville. 
Johnson, Alberta Temple. 
Johnson, Anna M Fort Worth. 
Johnson, Alma Palestine. 
Jackson, Delitha Houston. 
Keener, Alma E San Antonio. 
Love, Viola Calvert. 
Love, Pearl Calvert. 
Lewis, Inez Calvert. 
Lewis, Franceda Beaumont. 
Loggins, Mary P Beaumont. 
McKinney, Fay Sherman. 
Mills, Ertie Huntsville. 
Mfgan, Effie Tyler. 
Ma. v, Edna F Dallas. 
Mite. Mary Beaumont. 
MflttL Theressa Houston. 
Moxle>, Martha Gilmer. 
Maynard, Cunney D San Antonio. 
Moore, Florence D 
Millard, Edna Houston. 
McGuire, Pearlie Longview. 
Noble., klarguerite Cuero. 
kP^r, Ell, "ciUa Denison. 
P>pe,RoE™en Hempstead. 
Rbe'rts, i"ia Hempstead. 
Raisom', RLougenia Timpson. 
Ro nson, Lc?becca Houston. 
Schwirtz, Pea>ttie B Houston. 
Simn. ms, Louerl Hempstead. 
etta Silsby. 
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Spencer, Alberta Eagle Lake. 
Shepperd, Lottie Waco. 
Smith, Leola Prairie' View. 
Sealy, Leonara Marlin. 
Swanson, Bertha Palestine. 
Scott, Alma ./?. Hempstead. 
Traylor, Erma .Willis. 
Terrell, Hazel / .Calvert. 
Twiggs, Carrie... ./ Beaumont. 
Thonipson, Cornelius Waco. 
Thomas, Rosietta Austin. 
Washington, Cedel Brenham. 
Williams, Ethel E Crockett. 
Williams, Alta Mae Houston Heights. 
Wilson, Ida O Valley Mills. 
Wright, Lizzie Columbus. 
Williams, Elizabeth Tyler. 
Williams, Lena Houston. 
Wilkins, Lela Dallas. 
White, Ethel Houston. 
Wells, Ruth L Allen. 
Williams, Emogene Houston. 
Weston, Anita Houston. 
Walker, Susie J Courtney. 
Williams, Hattie B Cameron. 
Williams, Marie 
Wimbish, D. L Cuero. 
Young, Mabel R. D ConhiT 













Total classified enrollment 
Rejected and unclassified enrollment 
Total enrollment 
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UNDERGRADUATES—1909. 
FIRST GRADE CERTIFICATES, GRANTED MAY 24, 1909-




Brown, Selena A. 
Brown, Sammie D. 
Barrens, Ida L. 
Best, Deborah 
Buckner, Frankie E. 
Brown, W. A. 
Brewer, Birdie 
Cooper, Marion 
Cavitt, Ardella C. 
Choyce, Thomas J. 
Crawford, Effie L. 
Cross, Mary B. 
Crawford, Bessie 
Davis, H. C. 
Davis, Beatrice L. 
Deveraux, Lula L. 
Estes, Arie A. 
Furch, Lula B. 
Fitzgerald, Jennie A. 
Goodwin, Gertrude M. 
Green, Rosetta M. 
Grant, I.izinka 
Goins, Mrs. M. B. 
Gregg, Jeffry C. 
Greer, Turner 
Howard, Lottie V. -
Hill, Lizzie Z. 
Hardin, Katie E. 
Hart, Ella 
Hawkins, Lydia L. 
Hightower, W. H. 
Johnson, Beatrice E. 
Jones, Bonnie R. 
Jackson, Andrew W. 
Kilpatrick, Pansy 
Kitchen, Myrtle S. 
Lilly, Mrs. B. A. 
Lumpkins, Emma 
Massey, Ruby L. 
Manning, Mattie E. 
Motley, Lula 
Mason, Tracey P. 
McNeely, Martha B. 
Maddox, Donald L. 
McDade, Alice V. 
McGlasson, Mary N. 
McMichael, W. T. 
Nathan, Emma B. 
Osby, James A. 
Orum, Wilbur C. 
Ratcliff, Vallie H. 
Ray, Louise 
Ratten, Jennie 
Ratcliff, W. H. C. 
Reece, Fannie L. 
Richards, Allonia V. 
Reaves, Nellie E. 
Smith, Mercedes 
Sims, Loma R. 
Stubbs, May E. 
Sparks, Lillian M. 
Stinnett, Roy L. 
Towles, Addie M. 
Thomas, Roberta L. 
Tipps, Willie 
Turner, Arthur R. 
Thomas, Johanna 
Verette, Blanche 
White, Olera B. 
Williams, Mary E. 
Duvall, William M. 
UNDERGRADUATES—1910. 
FIRST GR .DE CERTIFICATES, GRANTED MAY 23, 1910-
MAY 23, 1916. 
-EXPIRE 
Austin, Katie I. 
Arline, Ethel V. 
"It ( 
' P P >» ! 
>>W>> 44! £>>>'{'. 
6686jjsS£68B 
Hearne, Maggie 
Eckles, Richard E. 
;|] James R. 
ujrrmond, W. A. 
uissson, Emma 
•MPB'eeeey, Zena 
rrrrrr grrrnr, W. A. 
1 > 11 >rrwDPirroy, Phelan 
... eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeens, Sadie J. 
HS-IL: • • •mnnimlmn, Gertrude 
~ ISsssssssssssssssssssssis, Ed. 




ffliiiiiiiirtiiitiiililiiiiiiiiiilrill, G. W. 
fjjccccccccccccccccccccc o, Bertha 
:iHaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa<iier, Vera 
nillllllllllllirilllips, Tim w. 
»r, Hugh W. 
James L. 
issssssssssssssssssssssis, John M. 
Arletha 
^ Jeremiah H. 
,>,i,s,I,i,i,;,},i,!,!,;,s,»,i,;,s,i,i,s,>,», Edna L. 
3eS66S66666666666666666668660n, Prudie A. 
36666^if6se8e8B6es6e68eeee6e6eeeee6ee6e6eon, Lula 
Katie 
3ssss§a««sss688888ssss8ssssssssss8s8s88s0n, James R. 
3ssss«3sss^8s888sssssssss8ssssssssssssss0n, Charles E. 
Arthur E. 
laaaadattttattiflaaaattttaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaamedy, Minerva 
>  >  >  >  '  A t  H P ' ' ' '  > ' '  > '  > ' ' ' '  >  >  >  >  > '  >  > ' "  
Lee, Albert V. 
Lucas, Susie A. 








Strom, Jeddie L. 
Spiller, Minnie 0. 
Shropshire, Lena 
Thomas, Luberdia 
Thompson, Saunders J. 
Valentine, Ouida 
Vernall, Mamie 
Wells, George A. 
Washington, Sanford J. 
Watson, Anna 
White, Naunita M. 
Williams, Sallie D. 
Wylie, Alberta 
Walker, Lucretia 
Warden, Etna O. 
White, Mamie G. 
Williams, George 
Worsham, Mae O. 
Winn, Irene 
Winn, Eula P. 
Young, Clara 
Young, Peter E. 
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UNDERGRADUATES—1911. 
FIRST GRADE CERTIFICATES, GRANTED MAY 22, 1911—EXPIRE 
MAY 22, 1917. 











Buchanan, G. W. 














































































































FIRST GRADE CERTIFICATES, GRANTED MAY 20, 1912—EXPIRE 
^ MAY 20, 1918. 




Bassett, Ira P. 
Butler, P. A. 
Barry, Venora M. 




Brown, Ethel V. 
Bufford, France 
Bradley, Alonza A. 
Bohnman, Charity 











Conway, Cora B. 
Cobb, Edward W. 
Cartwright, Jessie 
Cole, Georgia 
Curry, Mamie C. 
Davis, Carrie Lcc 
Davis, C. E. 
Ellis, Lola B. 
Evans, Alfred 






Green -ieva T 
Harr![ Florettaiiiiiuiiiiii 
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Hailey, Julia E. M. 
Hall, Zenobia N. 
Hines, Tiny E. 
Hardeway, Pearlie 
Hardeway, Tommie 
Harper, Annie E. 




Hall, Anness L. 
Haywood, Willie M 
Hogue, Cecelia 





Johnson, E. J. M. 
Jones, Cato F. 
Johnson, Mabel E. 
Johnson, Alice M. 
Jones, G. C. 
Johnson, Melvine 
Johnson, Ada 





Alton, James H. 
Anderson, Zennie 
Bryant, Mary H. 
Brooks, Mineola 
Bracey, Lela 
Butler, Vida L. 
Barlow, B. J. 
Bailey, Henrietta 
Byrd, Leonard A. 
Brooks, Hortense 
Boyd, Attese 
Bell, M. C. 




; i j iiiiiii^lHiiiiiiiiiiirdie 










, , , , , , , , , B e s s i e  B .  
Llsldddfldddddddddls, Nettie E. 
linniniinnRector 




Morris, Mary C. 
Motley, Simmie J. 
Martin, H. J. 
Mitchell, Ida Mae 
Moore, Ruth B. 
Minor, Carrie L. 
Mitchell, Clara C. 





Phillips, Lola B. 
Pitts, Addie B. 
Payne, Ollie F. 
Penn, Mary L. 
Pempleton, Mittie 
Robinson, Lillian 






MAY 20, 1915. 
Frazier, S. E. 
Graves, Minnie 
Green, Beatrice 









Isaacs, Edgar A. 




Jones, Norma V. 
Johnson, Alberta 
















Sayles, F. D. 
Shoulars, Ruby E. 
Scott, Mamie E. 
Sheffield, Leona 
Swanson, Bertha B. 
Stewart, Trudie 
Smith, Hattie T. 
Scott, Ida B. 
Sheley, Mattie J. 
Speaker, C. L. 
Tucker, Estella V. 
Turner, Idelle 
Terrell, Lillian F. 
Trent, Mae E. 
Terrell, Clifford C. 
Wimberly, Ethel B. 
Williams, Fannie E. 
Williams, Clara B. 









Powdrill, Delia Mae 
Pope, Rosa Lee 
Quarles, Belle 
Routte-, Daisy 
Reese, Tony R. 
Rand, Willie Fay 
Scott, Arthur M. 






Thompson, Toliver M. 
Thomas, Waverly T. 
Thomas, Christine 
Upshaw, Annie B. 
Williams, Vanilla 
Walton, Laurelia 
Williams, Ethel C. 
Washington, Gladys 
Wells, Archie 
Wilson, A. J. 
Wash, Alma 
Wright, Gussie 
Wynne, Mary C. 
Williams, Hattie B. 
Winters, James 
Young, Lula B. 
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FIRST GRADE CERTIFICATES, GRANTED JULY 31, 1912—EXPIRE 




Cornish, Mrs. W. S. 
Carter, T. C. 
Dickens, Mrs. M. A. 
Dees, Bishop 
Davis, Alice E. 
Edwards, Nettie 
Harris, Anita B. 
Haywood, Cleo 
Hunter, Elle B. 
Hughes, Mrs. J. H. 
Isaacs, Ruby V. 
Jackson, Mrs. F. W. 
Johnson, Mrs. Mattie M. 
Johnson, W. H. 
Jones, Eva L. 
Lenois, Mrs. Emma B. 
Lewis, Rosa L. 
Locust, Pancy 
Luck, Mattie L. 
Love, Pearlie 
Murray, Lillian 
Matthis, Loue A. 
Nelson, N. Mae 
Nickerson, Mrs. Nellie Y. 
Parker, Willie Belle 
Porter, Rosa 
Smith, Maggie B. 
Sadler, G. W. 
Stockton, Mennie 
Sharp, P. P. 
Spears, Georgia 
Smither, Mrs. J. C. 
Taylor, Lillie 
Taylor, Hennie C. 
Traylor, M. A. 




Walton, Viola A. 
Willis, Fannie A. 
Winn, Mary O. 
SECOND GRADE CERTIFICATES, GRANTED JULY 31, 1912-
JULY 31, 1915. 
-EXPIRE 
Armstrong, Edna 
Brown, H. C. 
Baldwin, Wm. 




Barnhill, Annie E. 
Bates, Lillie 
Dean, Leona 
Daviss, Mrs. H. M. 
Dougeas, Rosa M. 
Embers, S. A. 
Edwards, Nettie 
Fulbright, Mrs. V. J. 
Green, Mennie 
Graves, A. A. 




Hall, Vera Lee 
Isaacs, Annie B. 
Jackson, Mary E. 
Johnson, Mrs. T. A. 
Jones, Minnie 
Johnson, Australia 
Kerr, Lola M. 
Kemp, Alberta 
Livingston, E. Z. 
Lindley, Mrs. Willie 
Massey, E. W. 
Mitchell, Arthur 
McCoy, Laura E. 
Neal, Mary 
Owens, A. M. 
Pace, Huther S. 
Pace, Ora 




Sealy; Carrie M. 
Sims, Maurie 
Sills, Beatrice 





Walker, Mrs. Bettie 
Watkins, P. H. 
Warren, Ida D. 
Watkins, Thaddeus 
White, Addie E. 
Williamson, Cordelia 
Walker, Mrs. L. L. 
Warde, Fannie 
Wesley, Carrie 
FIRST GRADE CERTIFICATES, GRANTED JULY 31, 1913-
JULY 31, 1919. 
-EXPIRE 
Anderson, Zennie 






Embers, F. A. 
Edgar, Grace V. 
Estelle, Beatrice 
Freeman, Mrs. W. E. D. 
Feareance, Clotiel 
Gregory, Eva S. 
/Green, Mary' j 
/HamiItOTrrCecelia 
Harden, R. F. 
Hall, Ada Scott 
Hill, Mrs. M. L. 
Hilliard, M. 
Hines, J. H. 
Isaacs, A. B. 
Johnson, Mrs. M. A. 
Johnson, Julia 
Johnson, Laura 





Muse, Mrs. Myrtle 
Minkins, Jessie 




Mannack, Mrs. W. V. 
Martinez, Elfreda W. 
Orr, Elizabeth 
Pace, Ora 
Pratter, L. L. 
Risby, Dora 
Rutledge, Mrs. D. T. 
Roberts, Addie B. 
Stone, M. M. 
Scott, Willie M. 
Stevenson, Jno. M. 
Simmons, Mrs. J. V. 
Stubbs, May E. 
Spencer, Alberta 
Smith, H. T. 
Smith, Cleo Mims 
Taylor, Cora Q. 
Vernal, Jessie B. 
Watkins, Thaddeus 
Warren, L. H. 




]]] PRAIRIE VIEW STATE NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE. 
SECOND GRADE CERTIFICATES, GRANTED JULY 31, 1913—EXPIRE 
JULY 31, 1919. 
















Dorsey, L. A. 
Darden, Dora 
Davis, D. D. 




Grimes Mrs. Q. Y. 








Johnson, Mary V. 
Jackson, Nettie O. 
Jackson, Rhoda 
Jordan, A. L. 
Jones, J. D. 
Jackson, Mandella 
King, Jessie C. 
Lucas, Nancy 
Lewis, Ethel 









McCoy, Willie L. 





Perry, Willie E. 
Price, J. M. 




Simmons, L. A. 
Shankle, Cora 
Stevens, A. J. 
Stanley, Hannibal 













Yarborough, H. B. 
FIRST GRADE CERTIFICATES, GRANTED MAY 19, 1913—EXPIRE 
MAY 19, 1919. 




Branch, A. O. 
Byrd, L. A. 
Booker, Gertrude 
Boyd, Artese 
Bond, N. P. 










Dean, M. Z. 









Gilder, A. G. 
Green, Lena 





Henry, Nettie E. 
Henderson, Naomi 
Hicks, Aquilla 
Harris, L. P. 
Harris, H. L. 
Hicks, Rudie 
Heron, Ella M. 




Johnson, Anna Mary 
Jones, N. A. E. 







Kemp, Alberda B. 


















Porter, F. D. 
Perkins, Lela 
Phillips, Ollie 
Pryer, Ellen M. 









Stambler, E. L. 
Steen, Beulah 
Scott, A. M. 
Smith, Ella B. 
Spencer, Isaac 
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Simmons, Louella 
Shepherd, Lottie 
Truman, H. P. 
Thomas, Rosetta 
• Terrell, Hazel 
Traylor, Erma 





Walton, Rosa A. 





Wilson, I. O. 
Williams, Clio W. 
Williams, Emogene 
Williams, Alt a Mae 
White, Wm. \ 
White, Addie \ 
Warren, Ida 
Washington, J. W. 
Williams, Len& 
Wheeler; Eljaine 
White, Ethel W. 
Young, Mabefl R. D. 
SECOND GRADE CERTIFICATES, GRANTED MAY 19, 1913—EXPVLRE 



























Evans, Essie B. 
Edwards, Bertha 
Felder, Rebecca 
Fulbright, L. B. 
Farris, Pernella 
Felder, Joanna 
Fields, Annie M. 


















Jones, Emma D. 
Johnson, B. L. 




Johnson, Daisy L. 
Jones, Bettie 



































Thomas, H. L. 
Taylor, Donnie V. 
Thomas, Caroline 
Vernal, Jessie B. 
Woods, Istalera 
Williams, Primrose 
Wyatt, Bessie L. 




Williams, Hattie B. 
Wilbourne, Alonia 
Walker, D. T. 
White, Veralee 
Williams, Mary D. 
Walton, Leona 
Waters, Myra 
Woods, L. E. 
Wooten, H. L. 
FIRST GRADE CERTIFICATES, GRANTED MAY 18, 1914-




Archia, Mrs. Edna F. 
Aldridge, Drucie 
Alexander, Ina A. 
Allen, P. A. 
Avaflt, Rosa J. 
Bradley, Emma F. 
Bush, Pearl L. 
Bush, Rebecca 0. 
Bell, William 
Burdix, Ella Loyce 
Bright, Helen J. 
Bartlett, Ladie 
Bates, George W. 
Brown, J. P. 
Brooks, J. A. 
Brown, Mrs. Katherine 
Cade, Mrs. M. A. 
Cooper, Leah P. 
Chandler, Irma 
Cowan, Rachael 
Carr, E. E. 
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Carter, A (berta 





Davis, Mrs. M, J. 
Daniels, Christa V. 
Davis, Emore 
Dilliard, Letha A. 
Dixon, Willie Mae 
Daniels, Georgia M. 
Ydgin, Bessie 
Felder, Rebecca 
Fulbright, Lola B. 
Francis, George F. 






Hunter, Evelena P. 
Harvey, Mrs. L. H. 
Hall, Dimple C. 
Hammons, Minnie 
Hutchinson, Marie A. 
Herndon, Annie M. 
Hawke, Annie E. 
Harper, Maggie 
Hornsby, Caraline 
Hubbard, G. E. 
Hill, Ina B. 
Hall, Edward T. 
Herring, Annie B. 
Hardeway, Wheeler 
Hill, John I. 
Hadnot, M. H. 
Hagler, S. A. 
Harrison, Lula J. 
Johnson, Marie 
Jackson, Maud Ella 
Jackson, C. L. 
Johnson, R. B. 
Johnson, Eugene 
Kirkwood, Nettie M. 
Kirkland, Georgia 
Kirvin, E. J. 
King, B. Y. 
Lewis, Martha J. 










Mack, Vera Lee 
Moses, Elnora D. 
Minkins, James H. 
Mitchell, Rebecca 















O'Neal, Mrs. Etta 
Pierce, Lottie M. 




Parks, Bennie A. 
Perry, Emile W. 
















Sapenter, A. B. 




Thomas, Willie E. 
Taylor, Clarence J. 
Veals, Inez 
Williamson, Althea V. 
Whitby, Nona 
Williams, Ethel 
Williams, Ethel E. 
Wallace, Eula E. 
Williams, Mary D. 
Washington, Lessie 
Wood, Bessie E. 
White, Carrie E. 
Wooten, H. L. 
Walton, Marguerite 
Williams, Etta Mae 
Williams, Primrose 
Walker, Robbie D. 
Wilkerson, Gertrude B. 
Young, Hattie Mae 
SECOND GRADE CERTIFICATES, GRANTED MAY 18, 1914—EXPIRE 






Bradley, Nonie A. 
Bibbs, Bettie M. 
Bureh, Lula E. 
Branch, Rebecca 
Boone, Fannie L. 
Brown, Omega 
Bradford, Viola Edna 
Bridges, Rosa Ann 
Bridges, Pierce B. 
Byrd, Lottie M. 
Brewer, Mattie L. 
Cade, Addie 
Cottrell, B. W. 
Carroll, C. M. 
Crenshaw, Virginia 
Carroll, Lela 










Holmes, Lela M. 
Hamilton, Lola J. 
Hendricks, Angie F. 
Johnson, Mary L. 
Jackson, Luverta C. 
Jackson, Addie B. 
Johnson, Lula M. 
Jones, Osborne 
Jackson, Effie Mae 
Jackson, Ethel 
Kidd, Georgia 









£ Manning, Ethel J 
M^adlock,"Bessie 
Moman, Ethel M. 
Mosely, Lillie P. 
Mallard, Genevery 
Maxwell, Carrie B. 
Moore, Gertrude 
McDowell, Lydia C. 
MaGee, Annie L. 
McCoy, Mamie E. 
McGowan, Luvonia 
Norman, Beulah E. 








Russell, Mattie R. 
Ross, Julia 
Robinson, Esther Lee 
Reese, Mattie 
Starks, Lucy 








Taylor, Lillie Mae 
Tilley, Idelle B. 
Thomas, Mary Olivia 
Thomas, Oscar 
Tate, Mattie 
Taulor, Ethel V. ' 




Wright, Bertha M. 
Williams, Ethel C. 
Williams, Leola 
Williams, Edna R. 




Wilson, Minnie S. 
Williams, Joe 0. 
Young, Maggie M. 
1908. 
Archie, E. A. 
Dennard, Ernest A. 
Dudley, C. V. 
Drisdale, R. C. 
Estelle, J. L. 
Caviel, A. B. 
Simmons, S. E. 
Smith, S. S. 




Bethany, Israel L. 
Carmichael, Claud P. 
Davis, Clarence E. 
Johnson, Myles T. 
Johnson, Rufus G. 
Long, Clemmie H. 
Long, Byrd 
Luper, Alfred M. 
Sheperd, Mulky W. 
Taylor, Charles 
Whitby, Ira L. 
1910. 
Dean, Luther H. 
Turner, Arthur H. 
Stinnett, Roy L. 
Thomas, Carroll A. 
Marion, John H. 
Davis, Arlone B. 
Orum, Wilbur C. 




Blackshear, Eddie L. White, Olera B. 
1908. 
King, Robert O. 
1908. 
Blanks, Elizabeth O. 




Baker, James A. 
Jackson, Lucius J. 
SEWING. 
1909. 
Dale, Lida E. 
Hamilton, Maud L. 
Fredford, Essie L. 
Fulton, Katie V. 
1910. 
Edwards, M. C. 
Johnson, W. B. 
Tomkins, A. M. 
1910. 





Brittain, Cora L. 
Hedrick, Edna M. 
King, Lula A. 
King, Margie 
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COOKING. 
1908. 
Payne, Laura E. 
Giles, Iola 
Clay, Josie L. 
1910. 
Nunley, Ida G. 
Brown, Beulah L. 
Fields, Lillian 
Lyman, Roberta 
Rodgers, Etta B. 
Adams, Gussie 
Hill, Lucy Z. 
CARPENTRY. 
1909. 
Hodge, Edward J. 
1910. 
Blanks, U. S. 
Holly, Thomas L. 
Johnson, Charles E. 
HATMAKING. 
1910. 
Kitchen, T. A. 
SHOEMAKING. 
1910. 
Thomas, Carroll A. 
Drisdale, Willie L. 
MILLINERY. 
1909. 
Cox, Ruth E. 
Brown, M. A. Mc­
Gregor 
1910. 




Cleaver, A. G. 
Jones, A. E. 
Orviss, V. D. 
Williams, J. C. 
Fisher, E. S. 
Jingles, F. P. 
Phillips, T. W. 
Williams, G. W. 
Harris, J. M. 
Moore, V. M. 
Thompson, S. J. 
Wells, G. A. 
DAIRYING. 
Harper, H. W. 
Hunter, T. L. 
Denison, H. B. 
BLACKSMITHING. 
Dailey, D. F. 
Washington, H. L. 
WOOD TURNING. 
Sowell, W. W. 
BROOM AND MAT­
TRESS MAKING. 
Cleaver, A. G. 
HATMAKING. 
Starks, F. E. 
TAILORING. 





Blackshear, Mrs. R. V. 
Ewell, Mrs. R. L. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1912. 
Ajayi, L. H. 
Davison, O. C. 
Estelle, H. S. 
Givans, T. G. 
Hayden, S. A. 
Hardeway, M. 
Nelson, J. D. 
Phillips, W. H. 
Smith, J. V. 




Hunter, S. C. 
Howard, W. L. 
McCann, W. I. 












Roberson, A. G. 
DAIRYING. 
Larkin, J. P. 
COOKING. 
1912. 
Anderson, Lizzie C. 
Fleming, Willia 
Harbert, R. B. 
Maynard, Cuney D. 
McCloney,! Justine 
Parker, S. E. 
Perry, S. E. 
Smith, Mamie R. 











Cox, Adeline E. 
Edwards, Nettie E. 
SEWING. 
Foley, James P. 
Hogan, Sallie A. 
Flewellen, L. C. 
Jordan, Piton E. 
Orum, Rosetta 
Parker, S. E. 
Randle, Havanna 
Roligan, Virginia 
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Johnson, Grant 
Middleton, R. J. 











Mitchell, H. E. 
Wright, T. W. 
Barry, F. W. 
DAIRYING. 











Leonard, Mrs. C. W. 
Kilpatrick, Ira 




Schultz, Willie V. 
Howard, Waldo J. 
COOKING. 
Edwards, Effie 




Speaker, C. L. 
Dean, M. Z. 
Scott, H. T. 
Price, T. K. 
Trent, Mae 
Motley, Simmie I. 
Flint, C. W. 
Lattimore, 0. L. 
Stepney, Alberta 
Cox, Annie M. 
Williams, Ethel 
Smith, Angie 
Williams, Pauline E. 
Williams, Willie M. 
Williams, Lena 
Simmons, Hortense 
Etter, W. H. 
Crawford, Robey 
BLACKSMITHING. 
Robinson, George Stut, Clifford 
TAILORING. 
Barnes, F. J. Goodson, Barney Wallace, Alonzo 
PRINTING. 
Branch, A. O. Wallace, M. C. 
HAT MAKING. 
Jeter, C. E. 
BROOM AND MATTRESS MAKING. 
Clarke, Elmer 
Barnes, W. V. 
Jones, G. C. 
SHOE MAKING. 
Rhone, C. C. 
Kirkpatrick, A. J. 




Griffin, Lewis H. 
Harris, L. P. 
Kirvin, E. J. 
Luper, L. G. 
Mitchell, S. M. 
Washington, Nelson 
BLACKSMITHING. 
Jackson, C. L. 
BROOM AND MAT­
T R E S S  M A K I N G .  
Jackson, Edward 
CARPENTRY. 
Alton, James H. 
Washington, J. W. 
SHOEMAKING. 
Yates, Paul 
ISSUED MAY 18, 1914. 
TAILORING. 
King, B. Y. 
Wright, J. A. 
MILLINERY. 
Dillard, Letha A. 
Dilworth, Annie Mae 
SEWING. 
Caldwell, Oma B. 
Crawford, Bertha 
Davis, Elnora 
Davis, Mrs. Emma R. 
Haywood, Roberta L. 




Seeley, Leonora S. 







Atherton, Leona A. J. 
Bright, Helen 
Davis, Mrs. Emma R. 
Daniels, Christia V. 
Elgin, Bessie E. 
Green, Leola O. 
Grissom, Rezolia 
Hill, Ina B. 
Hancock, Hugh Ella 
Harrison, Lula J. 
Johnson, Alberta T. 
Love, Viola A. 
Livingston, Mabel 
Neal, Thelma 
Price, Priscilla E. 
Patterson, Idelle B. 
Roberts, Lougenia G. 
Scott, Cecelia 
Smith, Leola C. 
"Weston, Anita T. 
Williams, Lena 
Williams, Alta Mae 
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ALUMNI. 
Class of 1885. 
Armstrong, Samuel W Physician Dallas 
Fairchild, Nettie V. (Burford). . . .Teaching City Schools Houston 
Gibbs, Alfred E Minister of Gospel Waller county 
Henderson, Nat Q Principal City Schools Houston 
Stamps, Perry A Principal Marlin 
Witager, Kate J. (Clay) Teaching Montgomery 
Class of 1886. 
* Arthur, James A Taught Burnet county 
Dial, Caesar A Teaching Anderson county 
Ewell, Sallie A. R. (Starks) Taught Dallas county 
Freeman, Maggie B. (Williams) Galveston 
*Johns, Judge D Taught Prairie View 
Monroe, Lizzie E. (Bunn) Chicago, 111. 
Newton, Alex N Teaching Brazos county 
Smith, Ella S. (Thompson) Teaching Denison, Grayson county 
Thomas, Lizzie E. (Lashwah) Teaching Austin City Schools 
*Wilson, Johnie A Taught Galveston county 
*Webb, Frank J., Jr Physician Washington, D. C. 
Williams, J. Calvin Teaching San Jacinto county 
Class of 1887. 
Anderson, Rufus J Teaching Terrell 
Brooks, James L Teaching Smith county 
*Brock, Eliza E. (Ferguson) 
*Campbell, Lewis C 
Desmukes, Albert D Clerk War Dept Washington, D. C. 
*Dibble, Jeanetta B. (Mosely)... .Taught Smith county 
Daniel, Peter W Teaching San Jacinto county 
*Fairchild, Georgia Taught Houston City Schools 
*Ferrill, David G Dentist Houston 
Frazier, Wales W Teaching City Schools Dallas 
Harper, Richard F Teaching Wharton county 
Johnson, Wade Teaching Prin. Bonham City Schools 
Jenkins, Lucius Teaching Gregg county 
King, William H Teaching Limestone county 
*Knight, Edward Messenger, War Dept.... Washington, D. C. 
Mosely, Jessie M Physician Fort Worth 
Madison, Ada 0. (Hubbard) Teaching Austin 
Shaw, Celia G. (Kealing) Nashville, Tenn. 
*Scott, Benj. H., Jr 
Turner, George W Messenger, U. S. A Washington, D. C. 
Wheatley, Dennis S Teaching San Jacinto county 
*Wilson, Maggie L Taught Robertson county 
Class of 1888 
*Benton, Joseph Deaf and Dumb and Blind Asylum... Austin 
*Collin, Thomas A Principal Taylor 
Daule, Eugent A Principal Cuero 
£ns, Samuel L Teaching Polk county 
rfy, Edward S Teaching Collin county 
rijman, John A Teaching Brazos county 
xr^Jiles, John A Route Agent San Antonio 
Tpnt-il, Robert E. L Physician Temple 
Thomas A Teaching Tyler county 
*De , ased. 
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Lloyd, Henry D Principal Jacksonville 
Pender, Marion H Principal Floresville 
Pollard, Fannie C. (Anderson) Austin 
Pollard, Thomas T Principal Beaumont 
Spiller, Oscar C Physician Waco 
Taylor, Mattie E. (Fields) Cameron, Mo. 
Vandergaff, Bessie B. (Sublett) Washington, D. C. 
Wilkinson, Jefferson E Teaching Leon county 
Williams, Cornelius J Lawyer Galveston 
Wilson, Daniel W Lawyer Galveston 
Wolf, Wilson W Physician Newark, N. J. 
Class of 1889. 
Campbell, Richard A Lawyer San Antonio 
*Edmindson, Daniel G Taught Brazos county 
Holland, William H Teaching Montgomery county 
Hodges, James T Professor Pedagogy Prairie View 
Hilliard, Asa G Principal School Bay City 
* Hudson, Felix L Panola county 
Jenkins, Thomas J Teaching .• Gregg county 
Kirkpatrick, Andrew J Principal Sherman City Schools 
Lanier, George W Teaching Navarro county 
Moore, John R Physician Taylor 
Speaker, Jefferson H In business Wharton county 
Taylor, Jubal L., Sr Principal Montgomery 
Tarver, H. M Principal San Antonio 
Watson, George W In business Navasota 
Winters, Perry A Pullman Service Galveston 
Class of 1890. 
* Arthur, Drew Colorado county 
*Brown, Robert B McLennan county 
Broyles, Hattie L Teaching Gregg county 
Fraction, Wallace E Principal Livingston City Schools 
Holland, Tobe E Principal Ennis 
*.Jackson, Carrie (Rhone) Taught . . .• Waller county 
Miller, William E Teaching Prin. Houston City Schools 
Moton, Jonas S Prof. Mathematics 
Lincoln Inst., Jefferson, Mo. 
Pickard, Abram R Teaching Washington county 
Ryan, James D Teaching Math Houston High School 
Sweat, James L Route Agent Houston 
Whiting, Lott R Teaching . Washington county 
Class of 1891. 
*Baker, Minnie M. (Coffin) Marshall, Harrison county 
Cokely, Violet (Hughes) Taught Fort Worth 
Coleman, Sarah W Teaching Rusk county 
Foster, Lewis L Teaching San Augustine 
Holland, Carrie A. (Crawford) Marlin 
Morrow, Polly S Teaching Travis county 
McBeth, Ellen A. (Barbour) Galveston 
Pierce, S. V Teaching Cherokee county 
Pickard, J. H Teaching Aust: 
Rogers, Martha A. (Thompson).. . Teaching Palestine City Schc 
Robinson, H. D Teaching Harrison coi 
Smith, A. M Government Service. . . .San Francisco 
Smith, W. J Principal Houston City S 
Thompson, L. L Principal 
Washington, Irene B. (Jenkins) 
*Deceased. 
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*Whittlesey, Eva A. (Donnell) Galveston 
*Williams, T. L Principal Lampasas 
By special action of the Board of Directors, the following licentiates of 
Prairie View Normal School had diplomas issued them in lieu of certificates: 
•Patterson, W. R., May 10, 1890. 
Anderson, J. R., May 10, 1890, Teaching Harris county. 
Stewart, J. H., November 10, 1890, Principal Bonham City Schools. 
Rogers, M. M., July 6,1891, G. K. of R. & S., K. of P. of Texas, La Grange. 
Nash, L. A., July 6, 1891, Teaching, Burleson county. 
•Sublett, D. L., June 3, 1892. 
'Patterson, G. W., June 3, 1892. 
Class of 1892. 
Daniels, Delia A. (Abram) Teaching Oakwood 
Green, Isham Teaching Flatonia 
Kelly, John Q. A Clerk in War Dept Jeffersonville, Ind. 
Lucas, Thomas C In business San Antonio 
McVea, Henry M Principal Waelder 
Waring, Joseph H Teaching Cass county 
Class of 1893. 
Black, Robert B Teaching Falls county 
Chaney, Ida L. (Boone) Terrell 
Fairchilds, .T. M Mail Clerk Houston 
•Harris, R. H Clerk in Treasury Department 
Washington, D. C. 
Isaacs, R. L Associate Prof, of Math Prairie View 
Krause, J. H Teaching Brazoria county 
Nobles, Minnie (Visor) Teaching Lee county 
•Washington, P. A Taught Fort Bend county 
Wilkinson, Mary V Teaching City Schools, Fort Worth 
Class of 1894. 
Charlton, T. J Principal High School Beaumont 
Douglas, T. J Physician Philadelphia 
•Foreman, Emma V. I Galveston county 
Gates, S. H Teaching San Antonio City Schools 
Hall, Emma 0. (Lindle) Teaching Dallas 
Jenkins, W. B Meat Inspector California 
Lawrence, Blanche J Teaching Jackson county 
•McCall, W. T Principal Austin City Schools 
Mims, 0. M Taught Brazos county 
•Sayles, S. S Taught Jackson county 
Thompson, T. T Asst. Prof, of Math Prairie View 
Tucker, A. N Mail Clerk Fort Worth 
Class of 1895. 
Aycock, Bryant Y Principal High School Rockdale 
Barrow, Callie D Teaching Longview 
Calhoun, William L Teaching San Antonio 
Franklin, Armstard L Teaching Cherokee county 
•Granger, John W Principal Yoakum 
Gray, George N. T Mail Clerk Fort Worth 
Harper, Albert A Principal Weatherford 
Hillburn, Annie A. (Jenkins) Kilgore 
Henry, Silas W Farming Gonzales county 
Jenkins, Henry M Contractor and Builder Los Angeles 
•Deceased. 
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Newton, William D Principal Hallettsville 
*Rains, Sarah V. (Franklin) Taught Cherokee county 
*Robinson, Virginia A Taught Orange 
Smith, Jacob A Teaching Burleson county 
Shanks, David S Teaching Sprinkle 
Class of 1896. 
Amerson, H. S Teaching Washington, Texas 
Benton, W. D U. S. Meat Inspector California 
Betts, H. J Principal Lampasas 
Chandler, Timothy Teaching Austin 
Douglas, W. H Mail Clerk New Orleans, La. 
*Fairchild, Ella Taught Houston 
Frazier, O. R Teaching Magnolia Springs 
Grant, F. J Teaching Kaufman 
*Hall, Ammond Taught Sabine county 
Hatcher, Birdie (Wilson) Teaching Waller county 
*Huff, S. T Taught Luling 
Jones, J. P In business Houston 
Manning, Maggie (Lyons) Taught Houston High School 
Mason, I. S Government Service Washington, D. C. 
Patten, M. B Mail Clerk Houston 
Patten, S. C Principal Abilene 
Richards, John Teaching Brazoria 
Rollins, W. C Treasurer Prairie View 
Singleton, J. R Teaching Lee county 
Scott, Delia Teaching Willis 
Smith, Mary E. (Fridia) Waco 
Starks, Mary E Teaching Hempstead 
Taylor, J. L Mail Clerk Dallas 
Thomas, J. R Mail Clerk Austin 
White, T. M Principal Neylandville 
Wilson, Jessie Teaching Austin county 
Class of 1897. 
Bartlett, James W Teaching Falls county 
Branch, Adele B. (Jones) Houston 
Caldwell, William A Principal Matanzas, P. I. 
*CoIlins, Sebastion C Meat Inspector Fort Worth 
English, Allen W Principal Highbank 
Moseley, William B Teaching DeWitt county 
Petit, Cynthia C Teaching San Antonio 
Pitts, James C Principal High School Jefferson 
Southern, William B Teaching Bonham City Schools 
Vesey, John A Principal Mineola 
Smith, Horace Farming Burleson county 
Class of 1898. 
Alexander, Dora (Gray) Teaching Robertson county 
Cain, Mary M Teaching Overton 
*Freeman, Daisy T Galveston 
Guinn, Emma J. V Teaching City Schools Fort Worth 
King, Luna A. (Flewellen) Teaching Washington county 
Peel, Helen T. (Waring) Teaching Muskogee, I. T. 
Warner, Rosa (Ewell) Teaching Prairie View 
Burnet, J. J Principal City Schools Cleburne 
Davis, J Principal Summerville 
Dennis, E. L Principal Columbus 
Driver, R. V Principal Call 
Martin, J. D Principal Georgetown 
*Deceased. 
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Polk, K. B Teaching Lamar county 
Robinson, J. B Principal Sunny Side 
Class of 1899. 
Bacon, Orange I Principal Pleager, Matagorda county 
Bryant, Ira B Principal Caldwell 
Edwards, Napoleon B Teaching DeWitt county 
Gerald, Dora P Teaching Marlin City Schools 
Haynes, H. Thomas Mail Clerk Somerville 
Howard, Lew Z In business Indian Territory 
Isaacs, Mary E Teaching Houston City Schools 
Johnson, Walter L. D Teacher of Science. . . .Houston High School 
Johnson, William A In business Chicago 
Jordan, Hugh M In business Tyler 
Kemp, Elijah H Assistant Principal Bryan 
McPhaul, Virginia A Teaching Gainesville City Schools 
Punch, Albert E Principal Cleburne 
Rauls, Daniel R Teaching San Augustine county 
Simms, Emma (Isaacs) Prairie View 
•Scales, Harrison D Taught Manor 
Walker, Lewis Taught Kaufman county 
Class of 1900. 
Baker, Isaiah P Teaching Brownwood 
Brawley, Thomas H Principal Calvert 
Bush, James T Mail Clerk St. Louis 
Charlton, George Teaching Hillister 
Craig, Maud E Teaching Austin City Schools 
Hale, Jno. W Teaching Henderson 
Hallowell, Bessie M. (Johnson). . .Taught Houston City Schools 
Hawkins, Corinne Teaching Navasota 
Hines, Robert H Principal Gatesville 
Hill, Craddie (Robertson) Teaching Orange 
Kerr, Willie W Teaching Fort Worth City Schools 
Owens, C. C Professor Mathematics, Lane College, 
Jackson, Tenn. 
Pollard, Lettie C Teaching Montgomery county 
Robinson, Isaiah H In business Orange county 
Scroggins, Emily B In business San Antonio 
Starks, Ellen L Teaching Caldwell 
Watson, Blount H Teaching Houston City Schools 
Williams, J. W Teaching Houston county 
Washington, Carrie P. (Hines) Waco 
Class of 1901. 
*Behn, M. H Taught Muskogee, I. T. 
Bloodworth, Florence (Euson) Wharton county 
Booker, A.J Physician Paris, France 
*Carr, C. W. E Taught Clarksville 
•Cook, B. C Taught Lavaca county 
Davis, Louise (Pearson) Teaching Waller county 
Dee, A. K Teaching Robertson county 
•Gibson, S. E Taught Rusk county 
Hallewall, Mabel Teaching Marion county 
Hogan, C. H Principal Chappell Hill City Schools 
Holiday, Elsie (Criner) Chicago 
Holcombe, Florence (Hogan) Teaching Chapped Hill 
Horton, J. E Principal Orange 
Jefferson, A. R Teaching Milam county 
•Deceased. 
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Martin, T. C Teaching- Oklahoma 
McCarter, W. W Teaching Jasper county 
McCIennan, DeWitt Teaching Panola county 
McGowan, Lyda Teaching El Paso 
Payne, J. P Teaching Lavaca county 
Randolph, G. A .Principal La Grange 
Reed, J. C Teaching Hill county 
Rodgers, Pendar Teaching Dallas City Schools 
Sims, R. S . Teaching Camp county 
•Smith, Lillie E Taught Grimes county 
Snow, Pearl Teaching Wharton county 
Class of 1902. 
Austin, Tennie F. (Watts) Teaching Navarro county 
Aray, Nellie E. (Kerr) Taught Bellville 
Duncan, James W Government Service Washington, D. C. 
Henry, John D Teaching Rusk county 
Hogg, John J Teaching Cherokee county 
Hurdle, Stephen A Teaching Polk county 
Johnson, Frank M Principal City School, Sherman 
Mays, Alice G. (Williams) Teaching Corpus Christi 
Muckleroy, Henry L Medical Student Washington, D. C. 
Mitchell, John H Teaching Washington county 
Phillips, Andrew J Principal Brackettville 
Weston, Silicia W Teaching F. I. S. College, Ladonia 
White, William J Teaching City Schools, Marshall 
Whitby, Emma B Teaching Goliad county 
Class of 1903—(Normal Graduates.) 
Allen, J. W Teaching City School, Rockdale 
Anderson, T. L Railway Mail Clerk Texarkana 
Arnold, Mamie Teaching Walker county 
Branch, Langston Railway Mail Clerk San Antonio 
Brown, F. G Teaching San Angelo 
Burnett, Eula City Schools Cleburne 
Bryant, Desdemona (Burgess). . . .Teaching Grimes county 
Criner, H. T Mail Clerk Chicago 
*Denman, J. H Taught Wharton county 
Douglass, Geo. W Teaching Jefferson county 
*Echols, Geo Taught Limestone county 
Ford, J. H Teaching Wharton county 
Foreman, Arthur Teaching Freestone county 
Giles, W. A Asso. Prof, of Math Fisk University 
Graves, W. A Clerk Washington, D. C. 
Gray, Nannie Teaching City Schools, Fort Worth 
Hawkins, Frank Physician Dallas 
Haynes, William Teaching Grimes county 
Haynes, Elizabeth E Teaching Brazos county 
Jackson, William Teaching Dallas county 
Johns, A. N. . . Teaching Cass county 
Johnson, Claudie W Teaching City Schools, Corsicana 
Krause, Bessie Teaching City Schools, Houston 
Maynard, Wm Medical Student Boston, Mass. 
Mason, Carrie Teaching Grimes county 
*Moore, Coleman Taught Caldwell county 
•McCullough, E. S Taught City Schools, Houston 
Parker, Z. H Teaching Bell county 
Shelven, E. J Principal Yoakum 
Smith, A. M Teaching Burleson county 
Soders, W. A Lawyer Washington, D. C. 
•Strain, Lillie Taught Round Rock 
•Deceased. 
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Thomas, J. W Teaching Trinity county 
•"Thompson, Daniel Assistant Prin. City Schools Palestine 
Walker, E. W : . Teaching ; Gonzales county 
Young, Mabel (Speed) Jefferson 
Class of 1903—(College of Graduates.) 
Davis, James E Principal Somerville 
King, Ruth Teaching Colorado county 
Randolph, G. A Teaching Flatonia 
Class of 1904. 
Anderson, Ollie J Wichita 
Aldridge, Mrs. Ida Prairie View 
Alexander, Susie B Teaching San Antonio City Schools 
Benton, E. D In business Timpson 
Blackshear, Mrs. R. V Prairie View 
Blount, Willie H Teacher Houston 
Brooks, Susie A Teaching Cleburne 
Brown, Fannie Teaching City Schools, Houston 
Bruce, Pearl (Foreman) Mexia 
Crawford, Lillian B Dallas 
Davenport, Laura L. (Stark) Teaching Falls county 
Benton, Elnore Teaching Hillsboro 
Davis, H. H Teaching Milano 
Downing, W. T Teaching Wichita 
Epperson, Willie O Teaching Franklin 
Franklin, Minnie B Teacher City Schools Houston 
Goss, Willie Teaching Greenville 
Gibson, Ed Lee Teaching Ellis county 
Glover, O. S Teaching Waller county 
Hodges, Jason A Clerk in dry goods store Gonzales 
Johnson, Mrs. Willie Teacher Denton 
Jones, Pearl N Teaching Harris county 
Luper, L. G Teaching Whiteright 
Lee, J. R. M Principal Trinity 
Mitchell, Jesse H Clerk Washington, D. C. 
Morris, Lujetta K Teaching San Antonio 
Pittman, A. B Student Tabor College, Iowa 
Pruitt, G. D Teaching Brazoria county 
Robinson, E. W Mail Agent Orange 
Sampson, J. S Teaching Fayette county 
Sampson, W. J Mail Clerk Houston 
Sheffield, J. W Teaching Victoria county 
Sanford, Maggie Teaching San Antonio 
Simpson, Annie J Omaha, Neb. 
Sweeney, Bertha (Johnson) Teaching San Angelo 
Terry, J. A Teaching Paris 
Weaver, E. E Teaching Waco 
Weaver, L. A Principal Hillsboro 
Walker, Salavia Teaching Waco 
Warner, Mamie Washington, D. C. 
Wheeler, Bertha Teaching Dallas 
White, Ellen Teaching San Antonio City Schools 
Young, Louis Teaching Jefferson 
Class of 1905. 
Younger, Ira O. (Traylor) Teaching Navarro county 
Rutledge, Florence Teaching Gladdish 
Armstrong, Ira E Teaching Fayette county 
Brown, Ida M Teaching Houston City Schools 
•"Deceased. 
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Brown, Theodore Teaching Bryan 
Coger, Jonas C Railway Mail Clerk Houston 
Cooper, S. Edward Mechanic California 
Goree, William H Medical Student Chicago 
Lindsey, Chas. H Mail Clerk Fort Worth 
Marshall, S. C Teaching Williamson county 
McDonald, Seth Principal Groesbeck 
McCoy, John J Tailoring San Antonio 
Sanford, James D Teaching Wharton 
Sykes, Arthur J Teaching Hunt county 
Thompson, Frank Teaching Palestine 
Williams, W. B Teaching Marshall 
Russell, Sarah E Teaching Austin 
Cobb, Ruby L Teaching Waco 
Davis, Emma D Teaching Marshall 
Webb, Olive M Teaching Harris county 
•Haynes, Ada P Teaching Brazos county 
Hill, Anna J. (McDonald) Teaching Groesbeck 
Smith, Mattie K San Antonio 
Moss, Rosa M. (Branch) Bellville 
Robinson, Myrtle M Teaching Sherman 
Boykins, Lillie D. (Anderson).... Teaching Texarkana, Texas 
Randies, Violet M Teaching City Schools, Brenham 
Howard, Lenora B Teaching Palestine 
Drisdale, Clara B Teaching Prairie View 
Shelvin, Mamie J Teaching Yoakum 
Class of 1906. 
Barrett, C. A Teaching Geneva 
Berry, L. B Teaching Harris county 
Chance, Taylor Mail Agent Fort Worth 
Cleaver, D. T Teaching Lone Star 
Clarkson, J. W Teaching Fayette county 
Chatham, R. C Teaching Waller county 
Catchings, R. M Head Manual Training Dept., 
Houston City Schools 
Davis, W. L Principal Hempstead 
Ford, William Teaching Bryan City Schools 
Furlow, C. H. M Student Atlanta Univ Atlanta, Ga. 
Fleeks, F. C Teaching Houston county 
Jones, T. J Teaching Gonzales county 
Jones, W. E Assistant Principal Cuero 
King, H. F Teaching Houston county 
Lawson, J. M Teaching Austin county 
Locust, G. W Teaching Waller county 
Moten, C. J Teaching Fayette county 
Pickett, Ben) Teaching Brazos county 
Payne, R. P Teaching Lavaca county 
Robbins, F. M Teaching Brenham 
Russell, Jno. A Medical Student Nashville, Tenn. 
*Snow, Emmett Galveston 
Selby, John G . . Medical Student Nashville 
Sydney, M. E Teaching Lavaca county 
Whitby, W. A Teaching Goliad county 
White, I. N Student Atlanta Univ Atlanta, Ga. 
Stafford, C. L Teaching Smith county 
Bell, Eldred. . Principal Hochheim 
Bradley, Ardelia Teaching Marion county 
Brayliss, M. F. (Brown) Teaching San Angelo 
Cass, M. W Teaching Anderson county 
Cox, S. M Waco 
Davis, Cora L Teaching Crockett City Schools 
*Deeeased. 
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Duncan, P. L Teaching Belton 
Daniels, A. C Teaching Cedar Lake 
Edwards, Etta Teaching Marlin City Schools 
Grant, Gracie Teaching Victoria county 
Hubert, A. L Teaching Ferris, Ellis county 
Isaacs, Thonusina (Hatchett) Lexington, Lee county 
Jackson, G. A Teaching Waco. 
Johnson, A. M Teaching Yoakum City Schools 
Johnson, E. E Teaching Waco 
King, Imogene (Randal) Teaching Hill county 
Kitchen, S. A ". Teaching Marlin City Schools 
McMullen, M. J. (Sanford) Teaching Jackson county 
Montgomery, K. B Teaching Austin county 
Pigford, M. L Bookkeeping Oklahoma 
Paramore, Mrs. M. M Teaching Gonzales county 
Pendleton, R. H Teaching Beaumont 
Phillips, Gertrude Teaching Brackettville 
Pratt, M. M Teaching Greenville 
Robinson, M. J Teaching Orange City Schools 
Rutledge, C. E. (Lawson) Teaching Austin county 
Sampson, N. E Teaching Navasota 
Sampson, E. R. (Davis) Teaching Burleson county 
Smith, Mamie Teaching Cuero City Schools 
Smith, Minnie L Teaching Ravenna 
Wyatt, B. M. (Watkins) Houston 
Webb, Iva Teaching Beaumont 
Kilpatrick, S. A Teaching Falls county 
Class of 1907 
Armstead, A. D Principal Lovelady 
Bailey, E. A Physician. . .• iBrenham 
Brown, R. M Teaching Center 
Bradford, G. W Teaching Alto 
•Ballenger, F. D Henderson 
Barrett, J. W Teaching Geneva 
Blackshear, Wm Teaching Prairie View Normal 
Davis, M. B Mail Agent 
Epperson, N. G Teaching Benchley 
Fowler, S. H ." Teaching Fort Worth City Schools 
Guinn, E. E Mail Agent Fort Worth 
*Green, Oscar Taught Giddings City Schools 
Gilder, I. J Teaching Woodville 
Hubert, W. F Teaching , Grimes county 
Hebert, Wm In business Beaumont 
Hubbard, 0. L Mail Agent Houston 
Johnson, W. W Teaching Houston county 
Kinney, W. L Teaching Yoakum 
Long, Jas Teaching McLennan county 
Maynard, B. K Teaching San Antonio 
McMillen, D. B Clerk in Postoffice Houston 
Nelson, E. C Physician Charleston, S. C. 
Peters, L. W Teaching Duke 
Parker, T. W Teaching Troy 
Patterson, J. R Undertaker Waco 
Pearson, Chas Teaching Limestone county 
Robinson, Wm Teaching Harris county 
Roligan, Emory Mail Agent Houston 
Sanford, J. W Teaching Hillsboro 
Sanderson, J. C. S Teaching Houston 
Slater, L. W Mail Agent 
Sargent, E Teaching McCraven 
Sydney, P. D. W Teaching Edna 
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Stevens, P. S Asst. Prin Hallettsville City Schools 
Taylor, A. L Physician Ennis 
*Truesdale, Lovie Teaching Caldwell county 
Waiters, V. P Teaching Houston 
Anderson, M. L Teaching Waco 
Boswell, T. O Teaching Dallas 
Barnes, Silvia (Slater) Teaching Cleburne 
Barnes, R. A Teaching Cleburne 
Bacon, Rosa Teaching Hallettsville 
Bumbrey, Frankalena Teaching San Antonio 
Bell, Bertha Teaching. . Beaumont City Schools 
Booker, L. B Teaching Dallas 
Craig, K. P Teaching El Paso 
Davis, J. B Teaching Piano 
Everitt, Edith Teaching Dallas 
Franklin, Lelia Teaching Arthur City 
Fontaine, Ella Teaching Caldwell county 
Hubert, Bobbie (Charlton) Teaching Waco 
Harris, Jennie Teaching Howth 
Hopes, Annie ' Teaching Brenham 
Johnson, C. C Teaching Cuero 
Jones, H. B Teaching Huntsville 
Lee, Tomie Teaching Houston 
Milligan, Minnie Teaching Houston 
Maynard, B. G Teaching Lockhart 
Miller, Ellen Teaching. San Antonio 
Neal, Grace Teaching Rockport 
Nash, Zenobia Teaching Bryan 
Orviss, Myrtle Teaching Huntsville 
Reed, Bertha Teaching San Antonio 
Scroggins, Ola Teaching Austin 
Sears, Dottie Teaching San Antonio 
Smith, Maggie .'.Teaching Mabank 
Southern, Josie Teaching Sherman 
Spencer, Willownee (Smith) Teaching Burleson county 
Thompson, Esse Teaching Waco 
Taylor, C. L Teaching Ennis 
Watkins, E. R. J Teaching Houston 
Washington, B. O Teaching Montgomery 
Wiley, A. C Teaching Waco 
Wade, Katie Teaching Brenham 
Wilson, P. C Teaching Los Angeles, Cal. 
Class of 1908. 
Archie, E. A Teaching Myers 
Bass, Norma Teaching Edna 
Biggins, Jimmie Teaching Ennis 
Blanks, Elizabeth (Davis) Teaching Lufkin 
Bradley, Bessie Teaching Smith county 
Bright, Cora Teaching Beaumont 
Brooks, Vina A Teaching Yoakum 
Brown, Louise R Teaching Houston 
Bryant, Josephine Teaching Navasota 
Burke, Alvenia Teaching Fort Worth 
Carroll, Wm Teaching 
Caviel, A. B Prin. West Texas Academy Goliad 
Campbell, Hattie L Teaching Austin 
Constant, Ernestine Navasota 
Crawford, Mrs. N. R Teaching Prairie^View 
Dennard, E. A Teaching Mineola 
Drisdale, R. C Tailor Plum 
Dudley, C. V Teaching Victoria 
Dwyer, G. B : Teaching Brazoria 
Dykes, Jas Teaching City Schools Cleburne 
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Davis, Constance Teaching Palestine 
Denton, Annie B Teaching Marlin 
Doolittle, Ida Teaching Lampasas 
Estelle, J. L Teaching Waco 
Elliott, Maggie Teaching Deadwood 
Frazier, G. S Teaching Austin 
Fountain, Ida Teaching Navasota 
Graves, Zelma (McMillan) Teaching Richmond 
Green, Addie Teaching Houston City Schools 
Hatchett, A. L Teaching Thomastown 
Horn, L. H Teaching Lona 
Harkum, Ida (Soders) Teaching Marlin 
Hickey, Urissa Teaching Giddings 
Irving, E. A Teaching 
Johnson, A. J Teaching Galveston 
Johnson, Maggie... Teaching Henderson 
Kelly, A. D Teaching.. Dallas 
*Knoxon, J. G Teaching Washington county 
Kizzie, Emma Teaching Franklin 
Latimore, W. B Teaching Rusk 
Lockett, Mrs. C. L Teaching Cedar Lake 
Maddox, A.J Teaching Trawick 
*Miligan, Tennessee. Teaching Houston City Schools 
Mitchell, Nellie (Dwyer) Teaching Brazoria 
Montgomery, Katie (Brittam) Prairie View 
Newton, C. A Teaching Hallettsville 
Nash, Nannie B. (Hooks) Teaching Bryan 
Neai, Mamie : Teaching Beeville 
Price, O. L Teaching Kosse 
Parker, Pearl Teaching Orange 
Philio, Kate Teaching Flox 
Rollins, Mrs. E A New York 
Simmons, S. E Teaching Burkville 
Smith, S. S Teaching Yoakum 
Sheley, Lucile Teaching Gainesville 
Stein, D. D . . , Teaching Houston 
Tatum, R. T Teaching Beaumont 
Towles, H. H Mt. Vernon 
Turner, Hamond Pullman Service 
Taylor, Josephine Teaching Houston City Schools 
Taylor, Lea Etta Teaching Brenham 
Townsend, Ora Teaching Edna 
Truelove, Mary Teaching Waxahachie 
Tucker, Lillian Teaching Dallas City Schools 
Wilson, M. C Teaching Luling 
Ware, Vera Teaching Oklahoma 
Washington, M. E. (Hodges) Gonzales 
Williams, Ada B Teaching Fort Worth City Schools 
Williams, Clara Teaching Weatherford 
Williams, Florida Teaching Houston City Schools 
Woodward, Ruth Teaching Tarrant county 
Class of 1909. 
Allen, C. L .Teaching Milam county 
Ambron, E. I City Schools Hempstead 
Asberry, M. T Student Howard Univ.. .Washington, D. C. 
Anderson, Sara Teaching Harrison county 
Bass, A.J Teaching Victoria county 
Bayliss, M. A Teaching Jefferson 
Becton, L. M ; Teaching Red River county 
Bethany, I. L Teaching Fayette county 
Blanchett, A. M Teaching Jefferson county 
Booker, H. J Dallas 
Bridge, A. T Galveston 
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Brown, Mrs. M. A Teaching Lamar county 
Campbell, W. B Austin 
Caldwell, M. T Teaching Camp county 
Carmichael, C. B Student Howard Univ. . .Washington, D. C. 
Coleman, A. B Teaching Lavaca county 
Cox, Ruth E Teaching Prairie View Normal 
Crawford, Louise Teaching Burleson county 
Darden, Australia F City Schools El Paso 
Davis, Estella B City Schools Lovelady 
Davis, Clarence E Teaching Burleson county 
Dee, A. A Teaching Falls county 
Fisher, Susie Teaching Walker county 
Frazier, G. W Teaching Jasper county 
Furlo, Timwaxena Teaching Milam county 
Hampton, Merte Teaching Cherokee county 
Guest, Effie • '. Paris 
Guilmenot, A. B Teaching Nueces county 
Hallowell, Velma E Teaching Houston 
Hamilton, M. L Teaching Falls county 
Harrison, Effie Teaching City Schools Colmesneil 
Harrison, Ollie Teaching City Schools Beaumont 
Hill, E. J Teaching Milam county 
Horace, Joseph G Principal City Schools Gonzales 
Ikard, Maud City Schools Laredo 
Johnson, Dora Waco 
Johnson, T. A Sherman 
Johnson, R. G Teaching Gregg county 
Jones, Lucy Teaching Burleson county 
Lacey, J. H Teaching Freestone county 
Long, Byrd Student Howard Univ., Washington, D. Cv 
Long, C. H Teaching Falls county 
Lanier, Carrie Teacher City School Center 
Lawrence, Earlie Houston 
Luper, A. M Teaching Grayson county 
Lockett, J. R Teaching Cuero 
Mack, Amanda Dallas 
McCoy, Essie A Teaching Marion county 
McDade, J. C Teaching Boerne 
McDonald, Lloyd G Principal Doyle 
Matthews, Zelma Teaching Liberty county 
Neal, Bessie Teaching Beeville 
Payne, Mrs. L. E (Dom. Sci.) City Schools Houston 
Passon, Fred W In business Austin 
Penosca, J. M Teaching Williamson county 
Powell, E. C Teaching Rusk county 
Porter, Vida L Teaching, Phillips Univ Tyler 
Ray, Lillian Teaching Marion county 
Robinson, Audrey Teaching Weatherford, Okla. 
Roland, J. A Teaching City Schools Beaumont 
Rolligan, Ellen City Schools Nacogdoches 
Sayles, Lucile J Edna 
Scott, Emmons Teaching City Schools Beaumont 
Simmons, Beatrice Teaching Falls county 
Simms, Jesselle City Schools Fort Worth 
Stockton, Masselena R Teaching Lavaca county 
Sheppard, M. W Student Ontario Univ Ontario, Canada 
Taylor, Chas Farming Wharton 
Taylor, L. M Pullman Service Colorado 
Toliver, C. M. E Teaching Hays county 
Thomas, S. T Teaching • Bowie county 
Truelove, Irene City Schools Waxahachie 
Weems, Fannie City Schools Dallas 
West, Bessie Teaching Williamson county 
Whitby, I. L Teaching Goliad county 
White, Lillie Teaching City Schools Beaumont 
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Williams, M. M Teaching Denton county 
Young, Ollie Houston 
Class of 1910. 
Anderson, Archie Student Toronto, Canada 
Banks, Cullen W Student Wilberforce Univ. 
Bauknit, Luther D Teaching Burleson county 
Branham, Newell C Teaching Smith county 
Campbell, E.J Principal City School Nacogdoches 
Chandler, Sanders C Physician Dallas 
*Clarke, Augustus C Teaching Limestone county 
*Cooper, Hiram J Teaching McLennan county 
Davis, Arlone B Teaching Falls county 
Day, Aaron, Jr Asst. Prof. Science Prairie View 
Dean, Luther H Stock Raising Jackson county 
DeWalt, Olan P In business Houston 
Drisdale, Wm. L In business Temple 
Fisher, Columbus Teaching Highbank 
Gaines, Robt. E. L Teaching Wharton county 
Goosby, Felix B Teaching Brazos county 
Goree, Virgil Student Tuskegee Institute 
Greer, Turner B Teaching Wharton county 
Holly, Thos. L Student A. & M. College Kansas 
Jackson, Lucius Teaching Polk county 
Jones, Frank B Teaching Gonzales county 
Kelly, Files F Teaching Schulenburg 
Kitchen, T. A Hatter Houston 
Leonard, Earl B In business San Antonio 
Marion, John H Teaching Liberty county 
Maynard, Benj. H In business San Antonio 
Orum, Wilbur C : Teaching Falls county 
Ratcliff, W. H. C Teaching Houston county 
Robinson, Abner B Teaching Lavaca county 
Shackles, Jesse J Teaching McLennan county 
Spicer, Hayes Teaching Waller county 
Stinnett, Roy L Teaching Grayson county 
Thomas, Carroll A Teaching Robinson county 
Tompkins, Wyatt H City School Hempstead 
Tompkins, Samuel C Teaching Falls county 
Turner, Arthur R Teaching Montgomery county 
Bailey, Susie T Teaching Dallas 
Barclay, Florence .Teaching Tyler county 
Best, Deborah Teaching Dallas county 
Blackshear, Eddie L Music Teacher Bishop College 
Bright, Eola Teaching Beaumont 
Brittain, Cora Lee Industrial Teacher Lee county 
Brown, Beulah Teacher La Grange 
Bryant, Josephine Teaching Burleson county 
Buckner, Fannie E ! Teaching Fort Worth 
Carmichael, Rosa B Student Wiley University 
Cavitt, Ardella Teacher Houston 
Craig, Nettie V Student Atlanta Univ Atlanta, Ga. 
Crawford, Effie L T;;]°; 
Cross, Mary B (Johnson) Brooks;; 
Davis, Beatrice Teaching T;U SH 
Demby, Millie Teaching Houston corv 
Darden, Darthula Teaching Burleson cou; • 
Fields, Lillian A Teaching Waller cou 
Foster, Jerry L Au 
Gerald, Gussie 0 Teaching Falls cou 
Green, Nellie E Teaching Marion cou 
*Gregg, Jeffry E Au 
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Hardin, Katie E Teaching City Schools Dallas 
Hawkins, Lydia L Teaching Fort Bend county 
Hill, Lucy Z Thompson 
Jackson, Lucile Victoria 
Johnson, Stevia Teaching Grimes county 
Johnson, Nezzie. . .• Teaching Grimes county 
Kilpatrick, Pansy Teaching Waller county* 
King, Australia Teaching Hill county 
Lilly, Mrs. B. A Teaching Waller county 
Lumpkin, Emma (Taylor) Houston 
Lyman, Roberta (Terrell) Student Talladega College. ..Talladega, Ala. 
Madison, Emma E Washington 
McGlasson, Mary N Teaching Tyler 
McNelly, Martha Tyler 
McNorton, Geneve L. (Chance) Clarksville 
Motley, Lula Chappell Hill 
Nunley, Ida G City Schools San Antonio 
Perry, Labertha City Schools Houston 
Pyle, Lillian M Kaufman 
Ray, Louise M Teaching Marion county 
Robinson, Cecil M Teaching City Schools Dallas 
Robinson, Lula B .• Meridian 
Rodgers, Etta B City Schools La Grange 
Soders, Elsenia A Teaching Falls county 
Southern, Ophelia Sherman 
Sledge, Stella M City Schools Hearne 
Sparks, Lillian M Teaching Hill county 
Stamps, Willie M Teaching Falls county 
Thomas, Johanna Teaching Ellis county 
Thompson, Mabel Teaching Williamson county 
Thompson, Mayflower . .Teaching Williamson county 
Tipps, Willie T Dallas 
Towles, Addie M - Mt. Pleasant 
Smith, Mercedes Schulenburg 
Verrette, Blanche M Teaching City Schools Houston 
White, Olera B City Schools Center 
Class of 1911. 
Blanks, U. S Teaching Cold Springs 
Bradford, Jesse Teaching Alto 
Barnes, H. S Teaching Beaumont 
Baird, R. C Tailoring Houston 
Cunningham, T. E Teaching La Grange 
Constant, Frank Student Shaw Univ Raleigh, N. C. 
Cleaver, S. W Teaching Ponta 
Cleaver, A. G Teaching, D. D. & B. Inst Austin 
Clarkson, B. J La Grange 
Crawford, A. M • 
Carpenter, H. C Teaching Dallas 
Carter, S. W Teaching Burton 
Denison, H. B Student Talladega College. ..Talladega, Ala. 
Dykes, Eugene Teaching Cleburne 
Ecles,, Richard E Grand Prairie 
/wards, Malachi C Teaching Lane City 
jldrris, H. L Teaching Calvert 
Wher, E. G Huntsville 
/heman, W. H Palestine 
wizier, Ross M Edna 
i nter, Thomas Navasota 
I rdle, J. M Teaching Dixon 
II rper, H. W Business Portland, Ore. 
II rdeway, M. L Teaching Ponta 
Harris, John Teaching, Agr. Dept., Prairie View 
Normal Prairie View 
WWW 
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' Hall, James L Teaching Mexia 
Hubert, Chas Teaching Orange 
Hammond, Wm. A Teaching, Lafon Home. . . .New Orleans, La. 
Hutchins, Grover Lovelady 
Jones, A. E Richmond 
Johnson, T. H Crockett 
Jackson, Andrew Cuero 
Johns, Jeremiah Teaching Jefferson 
Jingles, F. P Hempstead 
Johnson, James Houston 
Johnson, Chas. E Teaching Travis county 
Minor, Wm. A Teaching Port Arthur 
Moore, Vance M. Teaching Arizona 
McCoy, Phelon Jefferson 
McDonald, Allen Student Meharry Med. Col. Nashville, Tenn. 
McMichael, W. T Teaching Milano 
Orviss, Vernon D Student Meharry Med. Col. Nashville, Tenn. 
Orviss, Ed. I Teaching Grimes county 
Pernetter, S. M Student Meharry Med. Col. Nashville, Tenn. 
Phillips, T. W Bryan 
Rayner, Ahmed A Teaching Robertson county 
Starks, F. E Teacher, Prairie View College. .Prairie View 
Sayles, Cornelius Edna 
Sowell, W. W Texarkana 
Thompson, Sanders J Navasota 
Warren, Zellos W Teaching Marlin 
* Wells, George A Richardson 
Washington, J. S Student, Chicago Chicago 
Williams, J. C Teaching Cold Springs 
Williams', Geo Teaching Jefferson 
Watkins, A. K Teaching Harris county 
Fisher, C Highbank 
Alexander, Fannie V Teaching McLennan county 
Alexander, Mabel M Teaching McLennan county 
Amey, Louturner Teaching Dallas 
Bates, OIlie C Teaching Grimes county. 
Butler, Fannie Galveston 
Brown, Myrtle M Edna 
Bonner, Blanche Teaching El Paso 
Broussard, Maud (Hubert) Orange 
Brown, Henrietta L : Carthage 
Bowie, Gillie M Beaumont 
Boyd, Oressia L Hearne 
Byrd, Mrs. R. L Brenham 
Cobb, Naomi R Waco 
Cotton, Willie A Conroe 
Criner, Emma Teaching Silsbee 
Cole, Gertrude. Olive 
Caldwell, Bobbie C Pittsburg 
Chamberlain, OIlie C Houston 
Dailey, Carrie C Grapeland 
Davis, Undine Teaching Calvert 
Faust, Maggie D (Evans) '. . . . Hempstead 
Frame, Hortense Teaching Cleburne 
Fulbright, Bertha D ....Marlin 
Ford, Genicy Waco 
Fous, Ida Mae Teaching Seguin 
Garland, Alfretta J Teaching Denison 
Griffin, Christine Teaching 
Green, Lucile E Teaching Franklin 
\\\\\ Green, Mrs. Lizzie J Galveston 
—AGriggs, Odee C Teaching DeWitt 
Goodson, M. M Dallas 
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Holmes, Earline V .|tf< ... 
Harrison, Corine A Teaching AujEjaLLi 
Hedrick, Edna Mae Teaching EldervilHHHl 
Jones, Katie Gllves oi. 
Jones, E. L Austin. 
Jones, Lillian T Teaching Longview 
Jones, Bonnie R. (Newman) V' acc 
Jackson, Dovie S. L Lockhait 
Kilpatrick, Ira A (Roberts) Teaching Prairie Mew 
Kenard, Era M Teaching Galveston co.mty 
Lampkins, Mrs. J. E Teaching A'.stin 
Lawrence, Ruby C 
Mullin, Malinda Teaching Sweet Home 
Murphy, Emma E Teaching Lavaca county 
Mills, Pearl Teaching Travis county 
Maynard, Eddie V Cuero 
McFadden, Kate .' Tyler 
McQueen, Gladys Navasota ' 
North, Gertrude Teaching Double Bayou 
Pernetter, Maud (Dewalt) Houston 
Price, Myrtle M Victoria 
Patillo, Bertha M Teaching Beaumont 
Reed, Hattie G San Antonio 
Richie, Smythie E Waxahachie 
Stewart, Virginia Dallas 
Shropshire, Lena Teaching Mesquite 
Spiller, Minnie O. (Sledge) Houston 
Starks, Calystra C Hempstead 
Slaughter, Georgia Dallas 
Scott, Louise Ai Marshall 
Small, Mattie J BrooVshire 
Tindall, Louis Student Fisk Univ Nashville, I'enn. 
Tompkins, Nancy J Teaching Waller county 
Townsend, Constance Fort Worth 
Turner, Beatrice E San Antonio 
Twigg, Mabel I Beaumont 
Tappen, Mattie B 1 Beaumont 
Thompson, Florence B • Cuero 
Vernal, Mamie L Winchester 
Warden, Etna O Galveston 
Walker, Emma D Denton 
Class of 1912. 
Anderson, Susie O Brenham 
Ajayi, Latevi Student Tuskogee 
Austin, Katie I Teaching Galveston 
Archie, Effie Hempstead 
Baker, E. H Teaching Sherman 
Bryant, Callie A Glen Flora 
Bright, Ruth M Teaching Beaumont 
Brown, Norine J Corsicana 
" Branch, Corine Hempstead 
Bailey, Scottie E Winchester 
Beale, Ethel Dallas 
Beverley, Inez Teaching Corpus Christi 
Binkley, Lessie Houston 
Bradley, Willie L Littig 
Brown, Shelley L Houston 
Brown, H. L Teaching Carthage 
Bunn, Ollie Gainesville 
Buford, France Martinburg 
Byrd, O. C Wacc 
Byrd, N. P Madisonville 
Catchings," C. C Houstor 
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Crawford, Bertha I Teaching Houston 
Criner, D. C Teaching Silsbee 
Chavers, Winnie L Marlin 
Cotton, Venora Hammond 
Chatham, Annie S Teaching Hempstead 
—.Cook, Fannye J Teaching Georgetown 
Davidson, O. C Falba 
Devereaux, Gussie H Teaching Marion county 
Drisdale, Eugenia L Teaching Plum 
Epperson, Cleopatra Franklin 
Estelle, H. S P. V. S. N. & I. C Praisie View 
Everett, Nettie Beaumont 
. Eikner, Nannie M Fort Worth 
Evans, Marguerite Sherman 
Evans, M. W Teaching Hempstead 
Foley, James Pearl Beaumont 
Fleming, Willie Fulshear 
Givens, Travis Teaching Clay 
Griffin, Mineola Lovelady 
Graves, Willie P San Marcos 
Griggs, Conseula Student Bishop College 
Hicks, J. W Navasota 
Hines, Charlie M Jefferson 
Hooks, Jessie L Teaching Brazos county 
Hogan, Sallie A Houston 
Holland, Ollie K. (Pitts) Jefferson 
Holland, Van O Teaching Washington 
Hightower, Libbie Huntsville 
Harris, Willie M Howth 
Harbert, R. B Teacher, Domestic Science San Antonio 
Hayden, S. A Teaching Crockett 
Housworth, Effie E P. V. S. N. & I. C Prairie View 
Howard, W. L Student Univ. Washington, D. C. 
Howard, E. T Teaching Hempstead 
"NHunter, S. C Student Tuskogee 
James, Nannie L Enn:s 
Johnson, Myrtle Fort Worth 
Jordan, Piton E Teaching Tyler 
Jackson, Sarah A Overton 
Johnson, E. J Ennis 
Johnson, Lois B Houston 
Johnson, Ursula B Houston 
Johnson, W. B Teaching Wh »rton 
Jones, Jake J Teaching HallettS'dlle 
. Kilpatrick, Mabel E Teaching Waller county 
King, Lula Teaching Crockett 
King, Margie B Teaching Crockett 
Kitchen, Earnestine Port Lavaca 
Knight, B. K '. . . .Teaching Jefferson 
Lafond, J. H Schulenburg 
Lane, F. L Calvert 
Larkins, J. P Tyler 
Lawrence, Illma Student, St. Louis Houston 
Lewis, Iantha Houston 
Lanier, Viola N Beaumont v 
Love, Lula B Calvert 
Love, Sophia E Calvert 
Myers, Jose V San Marcos 
McCann, W. I Teaching Bonus 
McCarter, Mary E Houston 
McCloney, Justine Houston 
McCoy, D. W Teaching Jefferson 
McDonald, J. T Teaching Denton 
Middleton, H. M Teaching Oakland 
Nelson, J. D Teaching Lonestar 
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O'Neal, A. K Teaching Lee county 
Pierson, G. E Blacksmithing Somerville 
Payne, O. F Teaching Hempstead 
Perry, Lillie D Teaching Temple • 
Perry, Selma E Teaching Houston 
Phillips, W. H Port Lavaca 
Prevost, Hattie Houston 
Roberts, Mildred Teaching Wharton 
Reese, Leonosa Navasota 
Robertson, A. G. Teaching . Calvert 
Smith, Mamie Houston 
*Scott, Alice L Pasadena, Cal. 
Scott, C. R Teaching Houston' 
Sayles, Frankie D Edna 
Salters, Edna C Denison 
Smith, Nellie L Moscow 
Smith, C. S . Teaching Corsicana 
Smith, J. V Teacher P. V. S. N. & I. C. 
Somerville, Mary V. Richmond 
Sperland, _V. F Whitewright 
Terrell, Clifford.. Teaching Myers 
Thomas, Maud Teaching Marlin 
Thomas, 0. R. .• Teacher Navasota 
Thompson, H. S Teaching Mineral Wells 
Turner, Rosa F Dallas 
Walden, Anette Galveston 
Wilson, Marguerite Houston 
Williams, Jeffie M Waco 
White, Mary Yoakum 
White, Matie Houston 
Walker, Mattie B Courtney 
Williams, Hilda Houston 
Wood, A. T Teaching P. V. S. N. & I. C. 
York, Fredonia Groesbeck 
Class of 1913. 
Abernethy, J. J Student, A. & M. College Kansas 
Abner, E. G Teaching Conroe College 
Alexander, Ethel Teaching City School Waco 
Anderson, Susie Teaching City School Brenham 
Banks, Edna Houston 
v Barnes, Fisher J Teaching Spring 
\ Barnes, W. V Willis 
">Jlarry, Fred W Teaching Harrison county 
Bassett, Ira P Anderson 
Bonham, Charity Schulenburg 
Bookman, Luida Special Student. Prairie View Normal 
Bonner, Blanche M Teaching City School El Paso 
Brittain, William Teaching Gregg county 
Brown, Ethel V Waco 
Bryant, Lucile Supernumary City School Houston 
Butler, Lucy Teaching Littig 
Buffofd-Frimrp Teaching Camp County 
^Kwnght. Jessie. J. Willis 
ark, Elmer h: Student Langston, Okla. 
Clark, Ewell Giddings 
Cobb, Edward W Rockdale 
Cole, Georgia Navasota 
Coleman, Ocie Teaching Oklahoma 
Conway, Cora Bernice Teaching City School Houston 
Cook, Ima Teaching Henderson 
Cook, Nellie B Hallettsville 
Crawford, Robey L Student Wilberforce Univ. 
Crowe, Jessie E Van Alstyne 
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Dillard, Carrie Chappell Hill 
Easter, Beulah Teaching Waco 
Easter, Zella Teaching .. Waco 
Edwards, Effie E Victoria 
Edwards, George W., Jr Teaching Gonzales county 
Etter, W. H Jacksonville. 
Fleeks, Katie B Teaching Houston county 
Flint, C. W Howard Dental School Palestine 
Fortson, Lois M Teaching City School ' Houston 
Foster, Diamond T Teaching Waller county 
Freeman, Byron A Printer Palestine 
Gardner, Bessie Sherman 
Goodson, Barney S Tailor .Yoakum 
Goodwin, Edwina (McDonald) Alexandria, La. 
Goree, Virgie Teaching Texarkana 
Guilmenot, Nellie E Teaching City School. . f Beaumont 
Hailey, Julia E. M Houston 
Haywood, Harold E Student Howard Univ. ..Washington, D. C. 
Haywood, Willie Mae Teaching Bexar county 
Hines, Tiny E Cold Springs 
Hogue, Celia Conroe 
Horace, Porter H Groveton 
Horton, Gertrude Marshall 
Howard, W. J Student Howard Univ., Washington, D. C. 
Humber, E. C. (Wright) ^. Marlin 
Hurdle, I. Q President Christian College Palestine 
Holland, Estella Washington 
Jackson, James I Cleburne 
Jeter, C. E Hat making business Orange 
Isaacs, Ruby V Teaching Washington county 
Ivey, Bertha Jefferson 
Johnson, Grant Instructor Agriculture F. I. S. School, Edna 
Johnson, Jessie Lee Teacher D. D. & B. Institute Austin 
Johnson, Melvina Austin 
Johnson, E. J Teacher Ellis county 
Jones, D. H Principal City School Crockett 
Jones, G. C Midway 
Jones, Iona Teacher Lovelady 
Jordan, Lucy H Teacher Orange 
Kennedy, Sadie Teaching City School Fort Worth 
Kezee, Beulah Teaching Falls county 
King, Elsie Hillsboro 
King, Mabel (Washington) Hillsboro 
King, Samie Houston 
Kirkpatrick, A. J., Jr Teaching Grayson county 
Kirven, Lewis Caralee Teaching Freestone county 
Knight, L. A Teaching Marion county 
Luck, Mattie L Teaching San Marcos' 
Lynn, Jennie E Teaching 
Lattimore, O. L Rusk 
Lillie, Anna O Beaumont 
Lindsay, Jessie McKinney 
Love, Mae Teaching Temple 
Maddox, D. L Student Meharry Medical College, Trawick 
Mason, P. Ericson Student Langston Univ Giddings 
Mable, Anna M Teaching 
Martin, H.J Teaching Fordyce 
Matthews, Waldo W Beaumont 
McNeal, Omar D Gainesville 
Middleton, R. J Teaching Dallas county 
Mitchell, Clara C Dallas 
Mitchel, Herbert E Houston 
Morris, Mary C Alma 
Mosely, Mrs. M. P Teaching 
Motley, Simmie, Teaching Washington county 
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Matthews, Lillian Brenham 
Neal, Consuela V Kendleton 
Patillo, Dora Blanche Beaumont 
Penn, Mary L Dallas 
Pitts, Addie B Jefferson 
Price, T. K Principal Mexia 
Randle, Havana B Houston 
Reed, Veola Beaumont 
Reese, Walter L Navasota 
Rhone, Charles C . .La Grange 
Robinson, Pearl Teaching Travis county 
Robinson, Floyd W Teaching Milam county 
Robinson, Mamie Teaching Houston 
Roligan, Virginia Teaching Nacogdoches county 
Rucker, Lorena Teaching Weatherford 
Sawner, Juanita I Fayette county 
Scott, Adine J Teaching Houston 
Scott, Cleola R Teaching Tyler county 
Scott, E. W Instructor Prairie View Normal 
Scott, H. T Teaching Woodville 
Sharpe, P. P Teaching Browndel 
Speaker, C. L Teaching Egypt 
Stevens, Julia A Teaching Lavaca county 
Stinnett, Myrtle Teaching Van Alstyne 
Simmons, Hortense Marlin 
Taylor, Ethelyn M Teaching Smith county 
Terrel, Lillian Rice 
Thomas, Christine Ennis 
Thompson, H. S Teaching 
Tolliver, G. S Teaching Waller county 
Tompkins, Abram M Teaching Waller county 
Trent, Mary E. . . . Teaching Dallas county 
Tucker, Estelle Teaching Dallas county 
Verette, Sadie B Houston 
Walker, M. O Teaching Grimes county 
Washington, Harvey L Blacksmith West Point 
Wallace, Minnegan C Printer Waco 
Washington, Vada Calvert 
Watts, Pearlie Wortham 
Waumock, Bertha C Caldwell 
Whiting, Prudence A. Johnson. . . .Teaching 
Williams, Eddie T Farm Assistant Prairie View 
Williams, Edward J Denton 
Williams, Pauline E Teaching Temple 
Williams, Willie Teaching Dallas county 
Willis, Fannie A Teaching Gregg county 
Wilson, Marguerite Teaching 
Woodward, Amma Teaching Grimes county 
Wright, M. Elizabeth Taylor 
Wright, T. W Teaching Calvert 
Young, Myrtle Willis 
Class of 1914. 
Alberson, Mrs. C. B Dallas. 
Atherton, Leona A. J Prairie View. 
Alton, James H Kendleton. 
Anderson, Viana Beaumont. 
Allen, Jeffie 0 Waco. 
Butler, Lucy Littig. 
Booker, Gertrude Houston. 
Bates, Cleopatra Marlin. 
Brown, Julia C San Antonio. 
Boyd, Artese Hearne. 
Barnes, Fisher J Willis. 
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Butler, Beatrice Yoakum. 
Bowie, Cleta Y Beaumont. 
Beal, Ethel Dallas. 
Buchanan, George Washington Prairie View. 
Bolden, Inez Huntsville. 
Baldwin, William Fordyce. 
Branch, Athon Oscar Wharton. 
Cox, Adeline San Antonio. 
Campbell, Mrs. Kennie San Antonio. 
Campbell, Ada Marcella Littig. 
Campbell, Junis Austin. 
Calhoun, Louella G Wharton. 
Chatman, Charles Mexia. 
Carter, Allyne Houston. 
Daily, Victoria Grapeland. 
Donaldson, Mrs. J. M .' Tyler. 
Devereaux, Willie I Jefferson. 
Dilworth, Annie Mae Gonzales. 
Dibrell, Lezena Seguin. 
Dean, Moses Z Bremond. 
Evander, Vivian Houston. 
Furch, Lula B Tyler. 
Foreman, Effie G Waco. 
Forrow, Susie B Cuero. 
Felix, Pearl India Cuero. 
Green, Leola O Woodworth, la. 
Gafford, Jeanette V Cuero. 
Green, Beatrice Somerville. 
Garland, Lillian DeKalb. 
Griffin, Lewis H Lovelady. 
Geaury, Juanita G Beaumont. 
Haywood, Roberta Bastrop. 
vfjearne, Maggie Houston. 
Harmon, Naunita M Cuero. 
Henderson, Stephen F Terrell. 
Hicks, Aquilla Dallas. 
Hicks, Ruddie Corsicana. 
Harris, Louise B Dallas. 
Hodges, Lowell B Prairie View. 
Henderson, Ever M Fort Worth. 
Hancock, Hugh Ella Austin. 
Hodge, Rosetta Green 
Jones, John J 
Jones, Norma V Austin. 
\/ Jackson. Edward 
Johnson, Alma Z :~rrrrrrTT-.-r. . . . . . . .Palestine. 
Jones, Theron Houston. 
Johnson, Alberta T \ Temple. 
Johnson, Anna Mary Fort Worth. 
Kemp, Alberta B Snook. 
Keener, Alma E .N San Antonio. 
Love, Viola A Calvert. 
Lewis, Franceda Beaumont. 
Lewis, Inea Calvert. 
Luper, Luther G Kerens. 
Loggins, Mary P Beaumont. 
Mayo, John Hallettsville. 
-AMorrow, Cassie A Littig. 
Mills, Ertie. . . . ,fc Huntsville. 
Matthews, Theresa Houston. 
Moxley, Martha Dallas. 
Millard, Edna F Houston. 
Mitchell, Sam M Nash. 
Maxey, Edna F Dallas. 
Mitchell, Mary E Beaumont. 
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Mosely, Henry L Rockdale. 
Moore, Florence D 
McKinney, Fay M Sherman. 
Money, Ethel T 
Osby, Mattie D 
Pleasant, Lillie S Victoria. 
Price, Priscilla Denison. 
Roberts, Lougenia Timpson. 
Ransome, Rebecca H Houston. 
Rochon, Mrs. P. A Dallas. 
Roberts, James Oscar Timpson. 
Robbins, Hugh J Brenham. 
Schwartz, Pearl Hempstead. 
Seeley, Leondra S Marlin. 
Sheffield, Sarah R •. . . .Victoria. 
Simmops, Luella Galveston. 
Sheppaid, Lottie 
Sharpe, P. P Browndel. 
Stinson, Obleston Houston. 
Smith, Leola C Prairie View. 
Simmons, Lizzie 
Thomas, Roberta L 
Traylor, Irma A Willis. 
Thompson, Mrs. Cornelia 
Twiggs, Carrie Beaumont. 
Toliver, Giddings Prairie View. 
Thomas, Rosetta D Austin. 
Terrell, Hazel Calvert. 
Updack, Nettie Palestine. 
Williams, Ethel E 
Williams, Marie Elizabeth 
Winn, Irene C Chapel Hill. 
Wilson, Ida 0 
Wright, Lizzie B 
White, Ethel A 
Walker, Susie J. J 
Winn, Ella R Chappel Hill. 
Wiliiams, Emogene Houston. 
Washington, J. W 
Wilkins, Lela Dallas. 
Williams, Lena Houston. 
Wells, Lela Ruth Allen. 
Williams, Alta Mae Houston. 
Weston, Anita F Houston. 
Young, Mabel R. D Conroe. 
Yates, Paul I Houston. 
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SAMPLE EXAMINATION FOR SECOND YEAR. 
UNITED STATES HISTORY. • 
1. Indicate the parts of America claimed originally by each of the European 
nations. Why were they so claimed? 
2. State the motive and cause of each charter change in the Virginia colony. 
Tell of the Bacon and Clayborne rebellions. 
3. Show difference in causes and results between King William's War and 
the French and Indian War. 
4. What questions growing out of the French and Indian War helped to 
bring on the Revolutionary War? How? 
5. Name three difficulties that stood in the way of the treaty of peace at the 
close of the Revolutionary War. How? 
6. Locate and tell how and when the United States made each addition to 
its territory since 1800 . 
7. Why is foreign immigration encouraged by the United States? What 
restrictions and what prohibitions are put upon it? 
8. What is the Monroe Doctrine? What called it forth? On what occasions 
has it been applied? 
ARITHMETIC. 
1. A bought-a sack of sugar weighing 150 lbs. at 5 l-2c a pound; B made 
10 purchases of 15 pounds each at 6c a pound. Who made the better deal and 
what per cent did he save? 
2. A man drew out of the bank three-fifths of his money, and expended'dO 
per cent of 50 per cent of this for 728 bushels of wheat at $1.12 1-2 a bushel 
Find amount left in bank. 
3. For what sum must a note payable in 60 days be drawn to produce $493, 
when discount is at 8 per cent. 
4. A note of $650, dated March 2, 1869, and payable April 1, 1870, was 
discounted February 3, 1870. What were the proceeds? 
5. Find the square root of 3-5 to four decimal places; of 9 1-3 ten thousandths. 
6. A horse is tied to a stake with a rope 30 feet long. Find area of the flat 






Divide a4 —81b4 by a—3b. 
Change to a mixed or integral expression: 
«» 
-2x + l 16 (7x2 +1) 
(a) 


















o. A house and garden cost $850; five times the price of the house was equal 
to twelve times the price of the garden. Find the price of each. 
6. How many 10-cent pieces and how many 25-cent pieces must be taken so 
that 70 pieces shall make $10? 
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SPECIMEN ENTRANCE EXAMINATION QUESTIONS. 
ADMISSION EXAMINATION, FIRST YEAR. 
UNITED STATES HISTORY. 
1. Name and locate the first four permanent settlements made by Europeans 
in North America. 
2. Tell the story of John Smith. Who was Pocahontas? Who King Philip'' 
Who William Penn? Who Roger Williams? 
3. Who settled Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, New York, Texas? 
4. What became of the French and Spanish possessions in the new world7 
5. What did Franklin, Washington, Jefferson do? Who were the Tories? 
6. What was the Missouri Compromise? The Dred Scott Decision? What 
the Monroe Doctrine? 
7. What were the armies fighting about at Quebec, at Yorktown, at Gettys­
burg? How were the questions settled? 
GEOGRAPHY. 
1. Define meridian, tropic and zone. Locate and define the prime meridian. 
2. Name the coast forms of land and water. Locate three of each. 
3.- What is the difference in the heating of land and water, and why? Give 
resulting effect upon climate. 
4. In what part of the world is wheat grown? Corn? Rice? 
5. Name the form of government and three colonial possessions of each: 
Russia, United States, Great Britain. 
6. How long is the steamship route from New York to Manila by way of 
.Suez Canal, and what are the intermediate ports? 
7. How do you go from St» Petersburg to Odessa by water? 
'8. Locate high and low Europe. Give the natural divisions of the surface of 
North America. 
ARITHMETIC. 
1. In three weeks a man ploughed a field; the first week he ploughed 3-8 of 
it, the second week 1-4 of it; what part of the field did he plpugh the third week? 
2. If 3 1-2 cords of wood can be bought for twice as many dollars, how many 
can be bought for $31.50. 
2 2-3X3.75 
3 . equals what? Solve by fractions. 
2 2-3X4.25 
4. What is the product of 1 8-9 and its reciprocal? 
5. Three persons bought 18 tons of coal and divided it so that the first had 
375 of it; the second 5-12, and the third the remainder. How many tons did 
the third man get? 
6. A Mexican dollar is .worth $13-20; how many Mexican dollars must be 
given in exchange for three cows valued at $72.50? 
7. One-third and three-fourths of a yard is what fraction of a mile? 
Add to 3 1-2 lbs., 8 5-8 oz. and 2.55 cwt. 
ENGLISH GRAMMAR. 
1. Explain the difference between a thought and a sentence. 
2. Define and illustrate a Simple sentence, a Complex sentence, a Compound 
sentence. 
: 3. Analyze this sentence: "Whatsoever ye would that men should do to 
Jvou, do ye even so to them." 
; 4. Illustrate three different uses of the infinite. 
- 5. Explain and illustrate the difference between a noun clause and an 
adjective clause; between a clause of reason and one of cause. 
6. Write a brief essay upon this subject: The Uses of the Eyes. 
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THE SUMMER SCHOOL. 
.1 I 
OBJECT OF SUMMER SESSION. 
There is a large class of progressive teachers whose regular engage­
ments in the public schools make it impossible for them to attend the 
regular nine months', sessions of any college. 
There is another large class of progressive teachers whose large family 
responsibilities make it impossible fof them to set aside sufficient finance 
to support their families and at the same time maintain themselves in a 
nine months' college session. 
There is still another class of earnest^ deserving young men and women 
who have to support their aged fathers and mothers, and who are main­
taining relatives in school and are thereby prevented from saving up 
enough money at any one time to attend a full college session. 
In view of the growing interest in industrial education, there are still 
others who desire to study scientific agriculture, mechanics, dressmaking, 
domestic science and other trades, and yet find it inconvenient to attend 
the regular nine months' session. 
To meet the long-felt wants of these many classes is the object of the 
summer session of the Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College. 
SCOPE OF WORK. 
1st. All the work of the regular normal course, including the indus­
tries of the College, will be taught in the summer session. 
2nd. Special courses, such as typewriting, stenography, business 
courses, languages, higher mathematics, vocal and instrumental music, 
etc., will be taught by competent instructors to those who desire to make 
a specialty of these subjects, or any of them. 
CREDIT FOR WORK DONE. 
1st. Those who attended during the Summer Term will have their 
standing recorded in the College records, and due credit will be given 
for this work just as in the case of work done during the regular Fall, 
Winter and Spring Terms, and when a student has satisfactorily com­
pleted the courses leading to a certificate or diploma, making the re­
quired averages in both class work and examinations, such certificate 
or diploma may be granted, provided that no student shall receive a 
normal diploma unless he shall have attended at least three terms of 
the regular session, in addition to the work done during the Summer 
Terms; and provided that no certificate shall be granted unle~<' the 
student has attended at least one term of the regular session, three 
terms in all. 
2nd. Those who do not desire to pursue the regular course, but make 
a specialty of some particular branch or branches, will be awarded a 
special Certificate of Proficiency on the extent of work satisfactorily 
accomplished in the particular branches studied. 
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